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Spraoi Background
In 2010, one of the only community activities in
Carndonagh was a parent and toddler group
in the Council Offices. It met just once a week,
and parents couldn’t make a cup of tea. So, in
April 2010, friends and mums of young children
Helen Nolan, Louise Grant, Ailbhe Hickey, Helen
Doherty and Kathleen Gallagher agreed to look
for something better. We wanted a dedicated
home for the group “where parents could have
tea and a chat while our children played”.

more complex needs. It also aimed to offer
respite to their families.

After seven months of hard work, commitment,
and dedication the dream became a reality.
Spraoi opened its doors for the first time on
Thursday 17th November 2010. Later that year
Sarah Quigley Burns, Lorraine O’Carroll, and
Karen McCormick joined the committee.
In May 2011 with the help of Cathy Kelly and
Chrissy McCandless the “Something Special
Social Club” was established. It aimed to
provide activities for children with disabilities or

Co-Founders (l-r) Helen Nolan, Ailbhe Hickey,
Louise Grant, Helen Doherty (missing from
photo Kathleen Gallagher)

Who we are
Our
Mission
By running classes,
programmes, activities,
and events; by offering
health, education,
training, digital, creative,
commercial and enterprise
services; and by constantly
innovating to meet
community needs.

Our
Vision
By building resilience,
adaptability, and
sustainability into
our social enterprise
business model; securing
funding and services/
commercial income so we
can constantly re-invest
and grow, to offer our
community the excellence
it deserves.
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Our
Purpose
We address our
community’s rural
disadvantage by offering
ambitious and inclusive
opportunities for all ages,
including those facing
disabilities, low incomes,
poor physical or mental
health, racism, or social
isolation.

Connecting People Changing Lives

Our Personality

Imaginative

Innovative

Friendly

Reliable

Community-focused

Positive

A Leader
Our Values
Empathy
We ensure that we have a
complete understanding
of our service users and
their needs so that we can
provide them with what
they need.

Including
everyone
We create a safe
environment that is
accessible to everyone
regardless of ability,
income or social
circumstance.

Making an
impact
We focus on the
emotional, social and
economic benefits that
our services have for
our users.

Community
leads the way

Creative and
Innovative

Sustainable

We bring families, local
business and stakeholders
together for the greater
good of the community.

We are always open and
receptive to new ideas
and how they can be
successfully delivered.

We aim to build a
sustainable model that
other communities can
replicate and benefit from.
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Who We Are
and What We Do
Spraoi is a multi-award-winning social enterprise based in Carndonagh,
Inishowen, Co. Donegal. We provide affordable and inclusive
opportunities, activities and experiences that are aligned to
the needs of our community in a fun and friendly environment.
• We work across five key areas: young
families, children, young people, adults,
and enterprise.

• We know that when people feel part
of something, they feel supported and
connected, they grow in confidence and
they feel happier.

• We exist because we believe that everyone
deserves to have the same opportunities
irrespective of ability, income, or social
circumstance.

• We are focused on building a sustainable
model, one that can be embraced by other
communities, as supporting each other is
at the core of what we do.

• We find that when people come to us, they
are often frustrated because they can’t
access the services that they need. We
listen to them and respond by delivering
services that meet their needs.

• The result of our work is improved mental
health, social inclusion and positive
economic benefit to the local area, which
ultimately leads to a stronger community.

Young Families

Children

Parent & Toddler

Breakfast & After-School Club

Breastfeeding Support

School of Music, creative writing,
dance, birthday parties

Mothers Together Group

Holiday camps - arts and crafts,
multi activity camp, surfing,
technology

Baby yoga, baby massage and music
and song for babies and toddlers
Community Food Bank
Counselling Rooms

Enterprise
Fadó - charity shop
Digital Creative Lab
Co- Working Hub
Siopa Spraoi

Young People

Adults

Alternative Respite for teenagers
with disability and/or autism
Counselling Rooms, Holiday camps,
Anxiety workshops, Digital Creative Lab

Couch to 5k, Operation Transformation,
Yoga, Dress making, Flower arranging
Counselling Rooms
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2021 at a Glance

225 young people

Young Families
11

took part in anxiety
workshops

240

young people
took part in our Peace
IV FabLab programme

Programmes

284

Young People

children

2

young people
enrolled in the day
service with complex
needs

Global Reach

Donegal – Dublin – London
– Texas – New York

Children

Adults

538 children took part

220 food parcels

8 schools availed of our

19 families availed

549 children took part

8 volunteers in Fadó

delivered

in a school tour

of the foodbank

school tour options

in summer camps

6 online Book Club

8 different types of

members

camps available

€20,000

in
funding to tackle
disadvantage in
community education

21

children availed of our
Summer (July) Programme

2,840 hours of SNA
support provided
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Enterprise
Fadó

CoWork Plus Hub

773 items sold online

19

different
coworkers

5.3 tonnes of

CO2 prevented

947 desk days

1,559,797 ltrs of

140k invested in

water saved

upgrade works

€31,887 of

2 new jobs created

in-store and online
sales

Digital
Creative Lab

Shortlisted for

Awards

6

Employment team

14 schools

of

participated

100

Over 1m

577 children and

into
local economy

young people took part

45 children have no

computer at home
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Milestones 2010 – 2021
2010

2011

Spraoi is set up as a Parent and Toddler
Group in Carndonagh, Co. Donegal
by a group of friends frustrated by the
lack of activities for young families and
lack of cups of tea for thirsty parents

Three weeks of summer camps add
to the active play, music and arts and
crafts activities offered by Spraoi

2012

2013

Time for us, a programme to support
children with disability to attend
recreational activities with their peers

Winners of the international
Charity Bazaar

2014

2015

Couch to 5k launches across Inishowen

Pobal Community Services Programme
enabled us to employ our first staff
members.

2016

FadÓ second hand and vintage shop
opens its doors

2017

2018

The Ireland Funds supports our work
with children with a disability

Dormants Accounts Fund brings a
Digital Creative Lab to Inishowen
continuing the commitment to STEAM
activities that started with IT camps
and CoderDojo

2018

Co-working space created in
Carndonagh as Action Inishowen
building is donated

2019

PEACE IV funding secured for
delivering Digital Creative Lab
(FabLab) workshops

2020

Response to Covid-19 pandemic
with project Cineál

2021

2021

Our first Annual Report was published
celebrating 10 years of impact and
success

TÚs Nua - funding of €9.5m was
announced under the Rural
Regeneration Development Fund in
partnership with Donegal County
Council for a Digital and Creative Hub.
10
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Chairperson Statement
of the community conducted in August 2022.
The community survey included a focus on
the future and an expression of interest to get
involved in Spraoi’s work.
The pandemic restrictions in 2021 continued
to provide challenges for this work. So,
we needed to take a flexible, innovative,
and positive approach to maintain our
community-led supports and services.
But the year confirmed Spraoi as a strong
social enterprise, capable of generating an
increasingly large income. This income came
from a combination of funded and earned
revenue. For 2022, generating a growing
income will remain a challenge. Our second
main challenge is to get service participation
back to pre-pandemic levels especially for
classes and holiday camps which were so
limited in 2020 and 2021.

Chairperson, Patricia Lee
I am delighted to be writing my second
Chairperson’s Statement for the Annual
Report of Spraoi agus Spórt Family Centre CLG
(Company Limited by Guarantee).

From its start as a parent and toddler group,
Spraoi has expanded to meet the needs of
the wider community. This expansion has
received a huge boost by securing €9.5m
funding for the Tús Nua project, in partnership
with Donegal County Council. Over €8m
came from the Rural Regeneration and
Development Fund (RRDF) 2021, with €1.3m in
match funding from Donegal County Council.

I would like to start by thanking our Board.
We have worked tirelessly to support Spraoi
throughout the past year. We pride ourselves
on our ability to adapt and respond to all
situations, and 2021 was no exception. It is our
dynamic directors who enable us to adapt,
respond, and innovate. We are always keen
to think creatively, and we have community,
passion, and rural regeneration in our hearts.

This fund is our opportunity to develop a
dynamic state-of-the-art space for the young
people, creative communities, and remote
workers of Inishowen. Our digital creative lab
for youth and adults, launched in 2021, will
also move into a bigger space.

We would like to thank Maria McElwaine
and Trisha Bracken for their commitment and
service to Spraoi over the years. They stepped
down as directors in April 2022.

Spraoi will continue to adapt and respond
to the needs across the community through
our ‘developing engagement’ strategy. For
example, as the Tús Nua physical project
develops in 2022, Spraoi will prioritise the
voice of young people. We will use a range
of engagement, points of contact and routes
of communication, to match their needs and
wants with future projects and developments.

During 2021, we completed a skill-set analysis
of our board and identified several gaps we
need to fill. We have now identified over 50
people who have expressed an interest in
voluntary roles with Spraoi. We look forward
to working with many of those people over
the next year. They came to our attention
from the results of a needs analysis survey
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management lead roles for the childcare
service will be a goal of 2022.

The Digital Creative Lab is a legacy of the
Peace IV funded FabLab pilot programme. It
presents us with a huge opportunity to bridge
the digital divide between cities and rural
areas like Inishowen.

We have ambitious plans for our children and
families with funding in place now to begin
the design phase of a purpose-built child and
family hub on a 4-acre site in the town. We
were delighted to secure €300,000 from the
RTE Toy Show Appeal earlier this year to start
this exciting journey.

Covid highlighted how rural Ireland is
disadvantaged by poor connectivity, a lack
of digital assets, and fewer opportunities
for digital education and training. A recent
survey carried out by Spraoi shows that 20%
of our homes do not even have broadband.
But we plan to build on the assets, expertise
and success of our Digital Creative Lab. We
have ambitious plans to deliver a sustainable
model for digital education in Inishowen. The
sponsorship provided by the Inishowen Co-Op
for a total of €25,000 is vital to this service.

As part of our continuing desire to innovate
and to promote the circular economy we are
delighted to be working with the Rediscovery
Centre. With their support, in Autumn 2022,
we are setting up a Furniture Upcycling and
Paint Recycling centre. This year we are
building a greener business with the support
of Green Zebra. They are providing us with the
tools and guidance to create our own green
strategy and policy.

More work will be done in 2022 to build a
model that will meet the needs of young
people, schools, and employers. Our work
in the promotion of all things digital in the
community was recognised when CEO (Chief
Executive Officer) Helen Nolan was one of four
2021 national finalists for Digital Hero in the .ie
Digital Town Awards.

As I reflect on a challenging but successful
year for Spraoi, I think of how we work hard
to ensure everyone has the same opportunity.
We have played our part in supporting the
Ukranian Refugees who have arrived in our
locality. We provided space for donated
clothes and toiletries, over 20 places a day on
holiday camps, piano tuition, and evening ball
games. I know we will play a significant role
in assisting them over the coming months and
year.

We provide an essential service for families of
children and young people with a disability
or autism. Lockdown continued to be difficult
for them and Spraoi is needed more than
ever. Naturally, there are substantial costs
involved in making all our activities and
classes accessible to all, regardless of ability.
But these costs continue to be supplemented
by our earned income in our shops: Fadó
vintage shop and Siopa Spraoi. We continue
to invest time and money in this service and
will look to expand our staff team later this
year to include a disability lead role. We also
rely on the ongoing support for these shops by
our community, both in donating goods and
buying them too.

I would like to thank the Spraoi team for
continuing to innovate and design and deliver
programmes which are meeting the needs of
our community in Carndonagh and the wider
Inishowen area.
I am delighted to present this 2021 Annual
Report to you, our service users, our funders,
our network, and our community on the
magnificent work carried out by Spraoi for
the year ending 31 December 2021.

We continue to improve our childcare offering
by improving and expanding our afterschool
and school holiday camps services. Providing

Chairperson,

Patricia Lee
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CEO & Co-Founder Statement
We started 2021 with lockdown, due to the
continuing Covid pandemic, but determined
to adapt to meet our community’s needs.
Spraoi’s first focus was on parents of new
babies, who were experiencing high levels of
isolation during the lockdowns. We launched
a survey of young parents to find out what
they needed. We got 212 responses. From
these responses we developed an innovative
online series of events including Baby
Yoga, Baby Massage, Sleep and Weaning
workshops.
Carndonagh has a proud history as the
market town of Inishowen, but a vacancy
rate of over 22% challenges this identity.
Spraoi’s commitment to town regeneration
continued in 2021 with the refurbishment of
two of our units in Carndonagh. These were
the CoWorking Hub and Unit 10 at Supervalu
but we also upgraded all our units at the
same time. The refurbishment was funded
by €182,119 from LEADER and €75,000 from
Connected Hubs and created new space for
extended services. These included a base for
the HSE (Health Service Executive) Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Service and the
HSE Training Day Services for School Leavers
with Complex Needs. It also added space for
up to 17 people working remotely, the only
co-working hub in Inishowen in 2021.

CEO and Co-Founder, Helen Nolan
and Creative Hub. We were overjoyed to
secure this funding and to be the partner
for Donegal County Council to drive it
forward. The development will provide a
much-needed space for older children and
Inishowen’s youth, with a focus on creativity
and digital skills.
Pandemic restrictions continued to affect
Spraoi’s traditional income generation in 2021.
We could not hold classes offline, nor run
holiday camps, and our vintage shop, Fadó,
could not open. So, we continued to diversify
in terms of our income generation model.
Goods produced in the Digital Creative Lab
were sold online through Siopa Spraoi, our
online shop. We used the innovative platform
Thriftify to sell clothes donated to our vintage
shop Fadó, online. Local school tours, and
online fundraising campaigns, raffles, and
appeals were other innovative sources
of income. Our online shop got a great

We were delighted and proud to get national
media coverage for our work during the
year. In February 2021, RTE Six OneNews
highlighted our Valentine’s Fundraiser, selling
personalised love hearts designed and
created in our FabLab. The Irish Independent
talked to me for a feature article on our plans
for a Digital Creative Hub.
We got a huge boost in April 2021, when
€9.5m funding was announced for our Tús
Nua Rural Regeneration Development Fund
project. The project will fund regeneration of
buildings in Carndonagh to create a Digital
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one off plastic consumables. We provided
staff and coworkers with reusable water
bottles and installed filtered water in the coworking hub to eliminate single-use water
bottles.

boost in February from the RTE Valentines
Decorations news report.
Our Operations Manager, Eimear
McLaughlin, worked hard to update all our
policies and procedures and make them
familiar to staff. It was a large piece of work
which ensured that our governance in 2021
matched the ambition and quality of the
services we deliver.

In June, Spraoi celebrated the work of
the ‘FabLab Inishowen’ as part of the EU
(European Union) Peace IV Programme
funded under Building Positive Relations. The
pilot project gave over 500 young people
access to creative technology through digital
fabrication machines that include 3D printers,
laser cutters, vinyl cutters, heat press, and
computer-based design. The project which
started in 2019, has left a legacy of digital
skills and exposure to digital technology
in Inishowen. This legacy will continue
with a larger Digital Creative Lab as part of
the Tús Nua Rural Regeneration Project in
Carndonagh. The challenge to move the pilot
project to a sustainable service was boosted
in September, when Inishowen Co-Op
announced generous sponsorship of €25,000.

The environment and the circular economy
play a significant role in our social enterprise.
The Biodiversity Plan for Carndonagh was
completed during the year. This plan is a
collaboration between ECO Carn, Inishowen
Development Partnership and Spraoi. Fadó
and Thriftify ensure second-hand clothes
and shoes are given a new lease of life. We
have implemented waste recycling and
reduction initiatives across our sites. We
continue to monitor energy consumption and
turn heating off an hour before end of day to
conserve our energy usage. We have reduced
our printing and have stopped purchasing
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for new opportunities to meet the needs of
the community, especially our Ukranian
refugees.

Our innovation and commitment to digital
innovation was recognised with the
nomination of myself as Digital Hero in the
.IE Digital Town Awards 2021. The nomination
was to recognise individuals working
tirelessly on initiatives to promote the digital
enhancement of their town. I was one of four
finalists nationally. It was a huge affirmation
for the work that I have done through Spraoi
to promote digital skills, opportunities, and
innovation in Inishowen.

As always none of this work would be
possible without the support of our service
users and the wider community. Our board
members are always there to provide
support and guidance. Our wonderful staff,
facilitators, and volunteers in Spraoi make
everything possible.

We were also a finalist in The Wheel’s
Charity Impact Awards “Social Enterprise
of the Year,” and in Carmicheal’s “Good
Governance Awards.” We won after-school
club of the year at the Prestige Awards, we
secured a gold award for Best Disability
Access and Inclusion Initiative and a silver
award for Best Community Based initiative
for Project Cinéal, our response to Covid at
the LAMA (Local Authority Management
Association) Awards.

In the words of acitvist Helen Keller,

“Alone we can do so
little; together we can
do so much.”

Chief Executive and Co-Founder,

Our vision is to support other communities
to look at adopting our practices. During
the year I had the opportunity to share my
experiences as CEO and Co-Founder of Spraoi
with others in the social enterprise sphere.
I gave a talk at the Rethink Ireland Social
Enterprise Development Summer Talks, and
I also delivered a lunchtime session with
staff at William Fry. A video highlighting our
work was shown at the Department of Rural
and Community Development Rural Social
Enterprise Event in September 2021.

Helen Nolan

For 2022, Spraoi will look to offer improved
activities for families to return to the prepandemic levels of 70 different activities.
That future is bright with two large projects
on the way - Tús Nua and our Child and
Family Hub. The year will also see an
expansion of opportunities at the Digital
Creative Lab. We will continue to deliver our
award-winning core services, whilst looking
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Summary of the Organisation’s
Purpose and Activities
Our purpose is to create a more level playing field. We believe people in our community should
have the same opportunities as others elsewhere, irrespective of ability, income, or social
circumstance. Our activities aim to achieve this purpose, through the objectives set out in our
Strategic Plan 2019-2022.

Improve mental health
outcomes in the community

Promote tolerance and
diversity through an inclusive
environment

Our activities improve the mental health
of our community through peer support,
physical health initiatives, and activities
that reduce loneliness and isolation.

We make activities accessible to all
regardless of ability, income, or background.
We do this by providing Special Needs
Assistants, working with stakeholders to
target disadvantaged families, and including
those from ethnically diverse backgrounds.

SHOP

Contribute to the rural
regeneration of our area.
Provide services, bring people into the
town, create meaningful employment,
support local businesses, and improve the
infrastructure and environment for local
business growth.

Encourage STEAM and Irish
Language through activities
Provide activities and classes that promote
Irish, science, technology, engineering, art,
and math for children, young people, and
adults.
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In line with our Strategic Objectives,
Spraoi reached the five goals set out in
2020’s Annual Report.

1
2
3
4
5

Securing €9.5m Rural Regeneration Development
Fund funding for Tús Nua – plans include a Digital
Creative Lab, Coworking Hub, Youth Space for
teenagers and a Changing Places facility.
Refurbishment of Action Inishowen buildings to
create a remote working hub with space for remote
workers.
Extending our education activity plans beyond
the Peace IV FabLab pilot.
Development of Siopa Spraoi as an income
generator to support and sustain our disability
services.
Securing our first Corporate Sponsorship with
the Inishowen Co-op to promote innovation,
invention and stimulating local entrepreneurship.
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Key Areas of Activity
To achieve our strategic objectives, we deliver a range
of activities and programmes across five key pillars:

Young Families

Spraoi was started in 2010 by a group of
parents looking for activities for our young
families. We have expanded the services for
families with younger children to include:
• Parent and Toddler
• Mothers Together
• Breastfeeding Support Group
• Pregnancy Yoga
• Baby Yoga and Baby Massage
• Music for Babies and Toddlers
• Parenting Workshops

Children
Spraoi want the children of Inishowen to have access to activities that make them
thrive. Every child deserves to have the same opportunities for fun and stimulating
activities irrespective of geographical location, ability, income, or social circumstance.
We will also consider any activity you want to make available for your children. As
our founder says ‘if you want a class to learn to stand on your head, Spraoi will put it
on if we find someone to teach it”.
Special Needs Assistant support is available at no additional cost for any child or
young person to avail of any activities Spraoi offer. Children’s services include:
• After-School Club
• Breakfast Club
• Club Spraoi
• Multi Activity Camp
• Holiday Camps
• School of Music
• Birthday Parties
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Young People

Our services are inclusive of all in the community
and we provide space and opportunities for
young people. Activities include:
• A youth space to give them somewhere to
meet
• Opportunities for development during
Transition Year
- Access to the enterprise resources of our
Digital Creative Lab
- Access to the Fadó and Thriftify ecommerce
websites.

Adults
Spraoi offer evening classes for adults in a range of areas.
We are always open to suggestions for new activities. Evening Classes include:
• Flower Arranging
• Interior Design
• Camera Club
• Dressmaking
• Couch to 5K
• Operation Transformation

Enterprise
Spraoi is building a sustainable local community in Inishowen
through activities that promote enterprise, create jobs and
encourage work.
We want to play our part in creating job opportunities,
encouraging enterprise, and continuing rural development.
• Digital Creative Lab (FabLab)
• Co-Work Plus
• Fadó
• Thriftify
• Siopa Spraoi
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Achievements
&
Performance

Young Families
Parenting Courses
and Classes
Our programmes for young families were
seriously curtailed coming into 2021 because of
Covid. We launched an online survey in February
called “New Mums in Lockdown,” which
garnered 212 responses. This feedback enabled
us to create a programme of 11 courses and
workshops aimed at parents and babies. It was
launched on 5th May and reached an overall
attendance of 284 children and 290 parents.

I could bond with my daughters through
massage, as we navigated social distancing
and lockdowns.”

The programmes included courses in Baby
Reflexology, Baby Massage, Mother and Baby
Yoga, Babies and Toddlers Music and Singing,
and Mothers Together. In addition, there were
workshops on Toilet Training, Weaning, Minding
Me and Managing Children’s Behaviour. The
programmes were aimed at parents at home
with young babies who were isolated because
of the restrictions from Covid. The events
attracted a great response locally and from
Inishowen disapora living as far away as New
York, Toronto, and Texas.

We were delighted to reconvene our inperson Parent and Toddler events in October.
Initially uptake was low with just 18 families
taking part over the last three months of 2021.
Our experience was that parents got used to
lockdown and did not want to leave the comfort
of their homes.

Looking Ahead
In 2022, we will work to address this issue. We
will offer a variety of options so that young
parents feel safe from covid in our space.

Emigration is part of rural life. Good jobs are
harder to come by, although Spraoi is working
hard to address this in our region. So, we love
to connect with our diaspora, and keep them
connected with their community: Fionnuala
Gordon (from Carndonagh) and her two
daughters Caoimhe aged 3 and Clodagh aged 6
months took part in the online classes offered by
Spraoi.

Our plans for young families in 2022 include
setting up a Toy Library. It aims to encourage
families to borrow rather than buy toys. It also
aims to promote the use of sustainably sourced
toys instead of plastic.

11 Programmes

“We had recently moved to Texas and did
not know anyone. The online classes gave us
an opportunity to connect with my sister in
NYC, her daughter, and my friend in Toronto.
This helped me feel closer to home during a
time were travelling back was not possible.
The classes also added structure to our days.
This was really important to us as we settled
into our new community. It was so comforting
to hear voices and accents from home. We
could sing songs and dance in our living room.

284

children

Global Reach

Donegal – Dublin – London
– Texas – New York
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Children
Our children felt the effects of covid more
than most. But they adapted quickly and
became used to pods both in school and
in our after-school club and activities.
Numbers remained low at our activities
for most of the year, as parents were still
concerned about Covid.

After-School

‘I loved it when I built my bear’ - Child from
Glengad school

We brought most of our after-school
activities back to in-person. One exception
was creative writing classes, because they
work extremely well online, and parents
prefer that. Tin whistle and fiddle classes will
resume when we can source a tutor.

‘The surfing was so much fun. I loved all
the waves and playing on the beach’ –
Tiernasligo School pupil

Summer Camps

As part of the board’s plan to create new
income streams, we started an after-school
club from 2pm to 3pm. It runs in Scoil Treasa
Naofa, Malin and Donagh National School,
Carndonagh to cater for Junior and Senior
Infants.

Our outdoor summer camps resumed,
providing a welcome relief from the
restrictions of Covid. Uptake was high
compared to our indoor-based camps. In all,
423 children took part in our outdoor multiactivity camp, surfing and pier swimming
camps. Indoor camps saw 126 children
take part in Campaí Samhraidh, our Irish
language summer camp, Cooking and
Baking, Digital Creative Lab, Creative Writing,
and Podcasting and Vlogging.

School Tours
We also generated a new income stream
by providing school tour options for schools.
Under Covid restrictions, they were not
allowed to book buses to take children out of
the area for school tours. So, schools looked
at what services were available locally,
and some approached us for help. Eight
primary schools chose school tours run by
Spraoi. They took part in a range of activities
including Digital Creative Hub, Build a Teddy
Bear, Slime and LEGO.

Looking Ahead
We will work with parents to develop
additional services during 2022 to bring our
numbers back to pre-pandemic levels.

“I loved making the keyrings, eating ice
cream, eating treats and watching the
movie.” – Boys School, Carndonagh

538 children took
part in a school tour

“I really liked decorating and colouring
the T-shirts. I loved having my name on my
t-shirt.” – Cloontagh school pupil

8 schools availed of

our school tour options

‘I enjoyed the journey to the park’ - Child
from Glentogher
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549 children took

Children with Disabilities
and/or Autism

part in summer camps

8 different types

In line with our ethos, we worked hard to
ensure our children with disabilities and/or
autism had equal access to our activities and
programmes.

21 children availed

We provided a group-based Summer (July)
Programme to 21 children and teenagers with
disabilities and/or autism. This programme
provides educational supports during the
summer to children with special needs
and those most at risk at educational
disadvantage.

of camps available

of our Summer (July)
Programme

2,840 hours of

SNA support provided

Joe Butler is a stay-at-home father of two boys
and part-time firefighter. Joe’s family benefited
from the opportunities the children gained
through Spraoi.
“There was a massive amount of stuff they
could do from animation to painting and
playing chess or dungeons and dragons.”
Their eldest son, Alex, who is now 14, did lots
of these activities and still remembers the
summer camps. In fact, he has a whole folder
full of certificates he got from courses and
classes he did with Spraoi. He particularly
enjoyed the science classes.

We provided 2,840 hours of SNA (Special
Needs Assistant) support to 35 children and
teenagers during the year. This support is
critical for families. It gives their children an
opportunity to connect with their community
and provides families with daytime respite.
Patricia Mc Carron has five children who
have grown up using the services Spraoi
provide. Two of her children have special
needs, Cliodhna and Cayla. Having a child
with a disability can be isolating for the child
themselves, their siblings and for their parents.
This is because specialist services are usually
not integrated with mainstream services, but
are provided separately, if at all.
Patricia’s son Killian says it was amazing how
they could run such inclusive services all in the
one place.

“Trish Murphy would come down and we
would do chemistry - it was incredibly fun.
It got me really interested in science then. I
also did watercolours and animating- there
was just so much stuff”

“It was a really big help to my mother
because there was not as much running
around. Everything was in the one place, so
she could go there with ease.” He says it also
helps creates a more inclusive community.

Joe’s wife, Donna, says

Patricia herself says everyone in her family
has benefited from this inclusive approach.
“Our children with special needs were made
to feel the same as their siblings. They could
attend the same summer camps as their
siblings, with support, and this has given all
our children independence.”

“Summer times could seem very long when
the boys were on their school holidays. I’m
working full-time and Joe’s at home so there
were loads of summer camps and groups for
them to go into. That broke up the time for
them.”
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Young People
We were delighted with what we were
able to achieve for our young people in
2021, despite the challenges of lockdown
and covid.

• 89% found it excellent and would take part
again.
• 96% said it made them more confident
using digital technology and that their
digital skillset had improved significantly.

Mental Health

• “I love how we could come up with an
idea and were able to bring it to life”
– Maria aged 16

Funding from the Irish Youth Foundations'
VHI Wellbeing Fund enabled us to rollout a
3-week health and wellbeing programme
which focused on teaching our young
people how to manage anxiety. 225 young
people took part across all year groups in the
Carndonagh Community School. The subject
of anxiety was addressed in a creative
way by naming the workshops “Exploring
Happiness.” This meant all young people
could listen, learn, and participate without
feeling uncomfortable about attending a
workshop on overcoming anxiety.

Zac Conlon was part of the FabLab
Inishowen pilot project as a Transition Year
Student in Moville Community College. He
enjoyed the programme as it gave him new
digital skills. He also appreciated that it was
something he would never get to do outside
of school. He learnt skills that were difficult
and complicated, like how to vectorise a
picture. But he said,
“you get there in the end.”

Most students felt they had a new
understanding of anxiety. They also felt they
had learned new tools and techniques for
managing low mood and anxiety. So, the
‘Exploring Happiness’ Programme created a
new awareness in these young people. They
now understood the power of using tools and
techniques themselves to help change their
unhelpful thinking. They also learned that
they could reach out for help when feeling
anxious and sad.

He recognises the importance of
programmes like the FabLab.
“The world is changing, and you need skills
in computers for many jobs.”
Elaine Farren is the Transition Year
Coordinator for the Carndonagh Community
School. She recognised how lucky her pupils
were to be working alongside the FabLab.
“We try to give pupils skills that will be
transferable to the future for Leaving Cert,
further education, or employment.”

We are delighted to have received funding
again in 2021 to deliver additional health
and mental wellbeing workshops to young
people.

Our goal now is to secure additional funding
so we can deliver a programme like this
again in the future. We will also work with
our young people to design their space as
part of our plans for the Tús Nua project.
It involves a youth space for teenagers,
including a Youth Café, music and study
rooms and an outdoor performance area. It
also includes a larger Digital Creative Hub.

FabLab Inishowen
The Peace IV funded FabLab Inishowen had
its closing ceremony in June. The project ran
from September 2019 until June 2021 and
delivered some impressive results:
• 240 young people took part from DEIS
schools, including 3 with disabilities.
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Alternative Respite

Looking Ahead

We continue to deliver our Alternative
Respite programme for ten teenagers with a
disability and/or autism, part-funded by the
HSE. We extended our working relationship
with the HSE in September 2021. We were
delighted to facilitate the opening of a Day
Service for School Leavers with Complex
Needs in Spraoi. It started with two clients
initially.

Our goal now is to secure funding for our
Child and Family Hub so we can move this
service into a purpose-built and designed
space so it can grow and cater for up to 25
young people.

225 young people

We are constantly growing to meet the
needs of clients with disabilities, developing
new services all the time. Some of our clients
have been with us since they were children
and outgrew our services. So, we adapted
to meet demand with the provision of this
new service. For example, long-time special
needs client Cliodhna McCarron has been
attending our camps and activities since
childhood. She has now left school but
can remain under Spraoi’s umbrella into
adulthood with this new Alternative Respite
programme.

took part in anxiety
workshops

240 young people

took part in our Peace
IV FabLab programme

2 young people

enrolled in the day
service with complex
needs
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Adults
Tackling Disadvantage
with Community
Education

Covid meant we were unfortunately unable
to run our Operation Transformation and
Couch to 5k initiatives this year. However,
we still invested in our services for adults in
the following ways:

We also received funding of almost €20,000
from the Donegal ETB Mitigating Against
Educational Disadvantage Fund. Our
proposal is to offer community education and
support through our Digital Creative Hub and
Study Hub. This will allow us to support and
engage with disadvantaged learners from
the following target groups

Online Book Club
In the early days of the pandemic, we set
up an adult online book club. It connected
members every four weeks to discuss a book
the six participants had chosen to read in that
month. Our meetings were held via Zoom. The
meetings quickly became a lot more than a
book lovers' monthly get-together. Strangers
became friends and supported each other
through a very tough time.

• Early school leavers
• One parent families,
• Stay at home parents,
• People with disabilities,

Through the book club our service users could
escape reality in the world of books. But they
also faced reality together, with friendly
discussion and chat to support each other.

• People from ethnic minorities such as
travellers, asylum seekers, migrant
workers, and refugees

The book club remains strong today and is
one of friendship now, as well as stories.

• Ex-offenders and substance misusers,
• Those who are unemployed and distant
from the labour market.

Volunteer Opportunities

We plan to draw on some of our richest
resources to deliver a range of community
education training courses. These resources
include our Digital Creative Hub, the skills
of our Technical Lead and our pool of
experienced facilitators. We will reach out,
encourage, and support learners to reengage with further education and training
in digital and creative technologies.

Our volunteers were delighted when Fadó
reopened. They love working there and felt
isolated during Covid, when their opportunity
to volunteer was not available. Volunteering
with Spraoi offers them a chance to socialise
and make a meaningful contribution to their
community.

Inishowen Foodbank
We continue to support vulnerable families
through our Foodbank initiative. A total of 19
families shared 220 food parcels throughout
the year.
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220 food parcels

We will be adding a new sea swimming
programme. We are also creating a sewing
room within our space. This will address
needs identified by Ukrainian refugees for
access to dressmaking and sewing classes
and resources.

delivered

19

families availed
of the foodbank

8 volunteers in Fadó
6

online Book Club
members

€20,000

in funding to tackle
disadvantage in
community education
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Enterprise
Tús Nua

We also have plans to increase our impact
within the circular economy. We are signing
a “Memorandum of Understanding” with
the Rediscovery Centre in Ballymun. They
will guide and support us as we introduce
Furniture Upcycling and Paint Recycling to
our social enterprise.

Tús Nua is our ambitious €9.5m rural
regeneration partnership with Donegal
County Council. It aims to bring people back
into the town centre for community services,
education, recreation, housing, enterprise,
and jobs. Plans include:
• A new Digital Fabrication Laboratory,
• A larger co-working space, and office
spaces

773 items sold
online

• A youth space for teenagers, including
music rooms, study spaces, a theatre room,
and an outdoor performing space

5.3 tonnes

• A community kitchen, shed and sensory
garden.

of CO2 prevented

• New public amenities including a
Changing Places toilet facility for those
with severe mobility issues.

1,559,797 ltrs
of water saved

• A Creative Makers Hub for lnishowen craft
workers.

€31,887 of

Our Shops - Fadó and
Thriftify

in-store and online
sales

To support the work of Spraoi, we have
generated income created through our
vintage shop Fadó in Carndonagh.

CoWork Plus Hub

Fadó closed for the first 4 months of 2021 due
to Covid. Fortunately, we spent time during
2020 setting up our online shop. In fact, sales
of online stock for the first 4 months matched
what we normally would have generated
in-store. We now have over 800 pieces
uploaded online. During 2022 we had to take
on extra space to store all the donations. Our
goal now is to set up a pop-up shop so we
can sell the products which are online locally
too. This is because the Thriftify platform we
use to sell online does not support click and
collect.

We created the first ever co-working hub for
Carndonagh by fully refurbishing the former
Action Inishowen building. The building was
gifted to Spraoi by the community, and the
refurbishment costs were covered by LEADER
and Connected Hubs funding. The remote coworking hub has space for 17 remote workers.
Our Carndonagh hub is a member of
the Western Development Commission’s
‘Connected Hubs’ platform. ConnectedHubs.ie
is a one-stop-shop for 152 hubs throughout
Ireland and was launched in May 2021. It is
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designed to simplify and standardise the
process of sourcing and booking spaces,
desks, offices, and events in these hubs. Our
presence on this platform gives us access
to nationwide and international audiences
seeking remote/co- working facilities in this
region.
To date, it has housed a combination of both
remote workers and co-workers, and we
are almost fully booked out every week.
Coworking demand is from individuals
working independently or collaboratively in
shared office space. Using our hub enables
them to keep office costs to a minimum and
grow their business.
Bernard Kelly works remotely for Dublinheadquartered Fire Protection Specialists
(FPS), who install fire protection systems for
projects throughout Europe. As the business
grew, FPS decided, to move Bernard out of
his home into a professional office space,
and to source help in Inishowen with the
increased workload.

FPS say they will look to recruit in the
Northwest again when there are more
management roles to be filled. For
Bernard, the benefits of the CoWork
Plus Carndonagh hub are clear. He says
it is a great space from which to offer
remote working and give people access
to more employment locally. From
Spraoi’s perspective, the FPS story also
demonstrates how remote working facilities
can bring jobs to Inishowen.

The CoWork Plus hub, run by Spraoi in
the centre of Carndonagh, became the
ideal home for FPS in Donegal. Because
FPS projects range across Europe, their
work is through the cloud. They have a
need therefore to download large raw
data files, so high speed broadband is
essential. The broadband in Spraoi’s coworking hub is faster than the company’s
Dublin headquarters. So, Bernard was
able to secure quality office facilities with
us and recruit locally for two staff support
members.

Remote workers using the hub come from
a range of industries, and take advantage
of our excellent broadband, office spaces
and shared social spaces. The hub is part
of a strategy to connect people and places.
We want to provide remote workers and
co-workers with a connection to their
community. We can offer remote workers a
diverse ecosystem of services and facilities.
These include a digital fabrication laboratory,
training rooms, meeting rooms, own office
space, and hot desks. They also include
services they may not find easily elsewhere,

When the senior management team
came to visit their ‘Northwest Hub,’ they
were impressed by the office facilities. The
branch in Carndonagh is considered the
success of the company, with a team of
staff who are consistent, committed, and
enthusiastic.
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such as affordable childcare, after-school
clubs, summer camps, adult education
classes and training. These are all part of the
reasons why they love working in our Hub.

expanded to include other digital creativity
skills. These include vlogging and podcast
creation, animation, and YouTube video
creation. Through securing the sponsorship
of the Inishowen Co-Op we were able to
extend the course. It was offered to 9 primary
schools, 2 secondary schools, holiday camps,
and school tours. It was also extended to
Wainfest activities and to Donegal County
Council’s Annual Children's Arts and Book
Festival.

19 different coworkers
947 desk days

Corporate Sponsorship
We have entered into a Corporate
Sponsorship agreement with the Inishowen
Co-op to support the work of the Digital
Creative Lab. Inishowen Co-Op General
Manager Gareth Whitmore says they
are “delighted to partner with Spraoi in
the FabLab initiative. It enables us to
help support digital growth for all our
community. The Digital Creative Lab is
offering opportunities to people of all ages
and abilities to play, create and learn
through innovation and invention. It is
hopefully providing a stimulus for local
entrepreneurship too.”

140k invested in
upgrade works

2 new jobs created
Digital Creative Lab and
Educational Activity
Plans

“This forward-thinking project will offer
access to the many skills needed in the
future and Inishowen Co-Op are very proud
to be a part of that. We plan to be very
proactive partners and look forward to seeing
significant development and growth for all
involved “

Our approach is to harness the best of what
we have learned and build on it for our
community. The digital creative education
we have run to date is a perfect example of
this. We ran a FabLab Inishowen Peace IV
pilot from September 2019 to June 2021. It
left a large and valuable legacy, with over
500 young people taking part to date. Of
these, 98% said they benefited enormously.
Many of these young people had no access
to broadband and digital programmes at
home.

Our plans for 2022 include the creation of
a Strategic Plan focusing on the Digital
Creative Lab. We want to identify how
best we can play our part in creating and
delivering digital solutions to bridge the
digital divide in Inishowen. We also want
to identify another funding source, public or
private, to support our Digital Creative Lab
and ensure it is sustainable into the future.

But the skilled personnel and high-quality
resources the project created are also a huge
part of its legacy. They will form a central
component in Spraoi’s educational plans.
The digital fabrication classes have been
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promotes new personalised gifts throughout
the year. It also creates unique gifts for
occasions like Valentine’s Day, Easter,
Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Halloween, and
Christmas. The resource is an essential source
of earned revenue that allows us to continue
to support the services Spraoi provides.

14 schools participated
577

children and
young people took part

45 children have no

Shortlisted for

computer at home

6 Awards
Employment team of

Siopa Spraoi

100

Siopa Spraoi raised its profile in 2021 by
featuring in national television news. An RTE
Six One news feature focused on the spike in
sales of our bespoke Valentine’s Day gifts. The
gifts were produced in our Digital Creative
Lab in Carndonagh. The shop designs and

Over 1m

into local economy

Goals 2022
1. Commencing Tús Nua project
2. Securing plans for a Child and Family Hub.

3. Adding additional services across our pillars to support post pandemic mental
health issues within our community.

4. Develop disability services for adults.

5. Extend STEAM activities to the community.
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Future Plans

Child and Family Hub Project Carndonagh
A purpose-built Child and Family Hub in Carndonagh would support the physical and
emotional well-being of our children through the delivery of fun, affordable and inclusive
workshops, activities, and support services which focus on creativity and play. Spraoi
have the opportunity to develop a 4-acre town centre site in Carndonagh, with a vacant
building, as a purpose-built Child and Family Hub.

History of Spraoi

70

500

activities

children weekly

Rented accommodation
in dispersed locations

History of St. Patrick's Park
Home to Carndonagh
F.C. since 1976

Pitch and clubhouse
too small for growing club

Central town
location

Community Benefits of bringing Spraoi to St. Patrick’s Park
Greater number
of services

More inclusive
services

Outdoor
activities

Purpose designed
and built

Less people leaving the
peninsula for activities

Financial and
operational efficiencies

€

€
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Tús Nua Regeneration Project Carndonagh
Tús Nua is a radical regeneration project, which proposes a partnership between Donegal
County Council and Spraoi. It recognises that town centre recovery will not be achieved
though the retail sector alone and therefore proposes to empower revival through the
community in an innovative model of community asset management.

History of the Asset and the Opportunity
Inishowen’s second
largest town

Heart of the
Inishowen
Peninsula

Town centre overall
vacancy rate of 22%
(13.5% is national
average)

Young and
growing population

Poor walking and
cycling infrastructure

Depravation score
2.4 higher than
Donegal average

Community Benefits of Tús Nua Regeneration Project
Increase footfall
to town

New
Businesses

SHOP

‘All abilities access’
to services

Digital and
Creative Hub

Remote
working

Energy efficient
buildings

%
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Month by Month
January

February

You Can’t Lockdown Love
In January 2021 we looked to
supplement our traded income with
the creation of unique personalised
Valentine’s Day gifts. The gifts were
made in our Digital Creative Lab
facility and were an enormous success
in terms of sales and raising our
profile. We also launched an online
fundraising draw.

Irish Independent Coworking
In February 2021, we featured in an
Irish Independent article on ‘Life After
Covid: how the virus will change Ireland
forever’. It highlighted our CoWork
Plus hub in Carndonagh and the plans
for a larger co-working space as part
of the Tús Nua project. It outlined the
remote working and entrepreneurship
opportunities in rural areas like
Inishowen.

Here’s what the RTE news said about
our Valentine’s Day fundraising drive.

Life after Covid: how the virus will
change Ireland forever - Independent.ie

March
Spraoi named as one of Think Business.ie 10 Donegal businesses to watch.
The Bank of Ireland’s Think Business publication highlighted 10 Donegal businesses
showing entrepreneurship and innovation. It highlighted the success of our social
enterprise in providing opportunities, activities, and experiences for the community.
We were placed alongside businesses like online transport marketplace Carrybo,
insolvency sector technology company Cerebreon, and drone data app DroneSAR.
Destination Donegal: 10 enterprising businesses to watch (thinkbusiness.ie)
Our CEO Helen Nolan joined Ciaran O’Donnell of Highland Radio for a Business
Matters Podcast.
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April
Tús Nua Rural Regeneration
Development Fund:
The Tús Nua project announcement was
made in April 2021 to confirm the funding
from the Department of Community
and Rural Development. In association
with Donegal County Council the project
will see the development of the Mary
Ried/ McDonagh building in the centre
of Carndonagh. The redevelopment will
deliver a new Digital and Creative Hub,
co-working space, youth centre, creative
space, and a pedestrian walkway to the
SuperValu supermarket.
Minister McConalogue reacts to the news
Regeneration Project Funding 2021 - Charlie McConalogue

May
Mammy and Baby Launch
The programme of 11 courses and workshops aimed
at parents and babies was launched on 5th May.
The events included courses in Baby Reflexology,
Baby Massage, Mother and Baby Yoga, Babies
Toddlers, Music and Singing, and Mothers Together.
In addition, there were workshops on Toilet Training,
Weaning, Minding Me and Managing Children’s
Behaviour. The events were aimed at parents at
home with young babies who were isolated because
of Covid restrictions. The events attracted a great
response locally and from Inishowen diaspora now
living as far away as New York, Toronto, and Texas.
Carndonagh Mum and Baby Events in Inishowen
Donegal (inishowennews.com)
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June
June – Finalist in the 2021 Digital Town
Awards
Two of the 31 finalists across 15 counties
for the 2021 Digital Towns awards were
based here in Donegal! An enormous
achievement that highlights the strides
Donegal has made regarding digitalization
and innovation.
Our CEO Helen Nolan, was a finalist for the “Digital Hero” award. It is awarded to
individuals who work tirelessly on initiatives and projects to promote the digital
enhancement and potential of their local town.
Donegal finalists in 2021 digital town awards

July
Spraoi saves school tours
When Covid restrictions limited the opportunities
for end of school year days out, Spraoi were able
to step in. We offered 9 schools and 538 children
an alternative school tour. The activities included
Build a Teddy Bear, Design a T-Shirt, surfing, and
digital creativity in the Digital Creative Lab. We
worked with businesses in the community like
Fintan’s ice cream shop, the Diamond Cafe, and Inishowen Surf School to keep the
tours local. Our experience of supporting children with a disability also allowed the
tours to be fully inclusive.
This initiative was covered widely by the local media. It was also featured in Issue
3 of the Department of Rural and Community Development’s social enterprise
newsletter.
Carndonagh’s Spraoi agus Spórt saves the day for 530 Donegal… – Donegal Daily
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August
Summer (July) Provision
Spraoi provided essential services for the families
of children and young people with disabilities
and autism through their Summer (July). This
provision included respite and Special Needs
Assistants for children to attend summer camps.
The disability services provide individualised
support for children, allowing them to take part
in stimulating and fun activities. This gives families options for daytime respite.
This photo is part of Donegal County Council’s “Capturing Covid” photographic
exhibition in September 2022. When the exhibition closes, the photograph will be
donated to the County Museum for their “History in the making – collecting Donegal’s
Covid 19 Story County Collection”.

September
William Fry Bursary
In September we were delighted to be one of
three recipients of the William Fry Social Impact
Bursary. We received €5,000 in funding to
support our work with children and teenagers
with disabilities.
William Fry bursary award winners
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October
Inishowen Co-Op Sponsorship
This month saw us complete the first tranche
of our 6-week Digital Fabrication Programme
in five schools throughout the Inishowen
peninsula. This programme was supported
by the Inishowen Co-Op, our first corporate
sponsor who kindly donated €25,000 to our
Digital Creative Lab.
Spraoi and Inishowen Co-Op partner up to
make FabLab grow
Biodiversity Plan Launch
This month also saw the launch of the new
biodiversity plan for Carndonagh by Duncan
Stewart. It was a collaboration between
Spraoi, Inishowen Development Partnership
and ECO Carn - funded by the Community
Foundation of Ireland. We created bat and bird boxes for distribution among the
community to mark the occasion.
Eco Eye’s Duncan Stewart to launch Carndonagh biodiversity plan

November
Saigon Gaels Vietnam
We were overwhelmed by the generosity of
the Saigon Gaels in Vietnam. They completed
the “Movember” challenge and donated over
€1,800 to Spraoi. We would like to thank Jonny
McLoughlin who spearheaded the fundraising
campaign.
Spraoi receive €500 donation from
Vietnamese GAA Club
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November
Awards
We were shortlisted in both the
Good Governance Awards and
Charity Impact Awards Social
Enterprise of the Year.

December
Siopa Spraoi
This year we created our very own RTE Toy Show
treat bag and mug. They proved extremely popular
with the young people of Ireland.
Funding
We were delighted to receive funding from the
Donegal ETB’s Mitigating Against Educational
Disadvantage Fund. We received almost €20,000,
which will provide resources for adult education
learners.
Spraoi awarded €20k in funding
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Spraoi and SDGs

(sustainable development goals)
Education and Digital Creative Lab
As a social enterprise, we are committed to our role in contributing
towards achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.
Our work directly contributes to the following SDGs (Sustainable
Development Goals)

Sustainable
Development Goals
in Focus

There are additional barriers and issues in
rural areas, particularly around access to
services and resources. Rural deprivation
factors are often considered ‘hidden needs’
because they are not concentrated enough
to attract attention and resourcing.

Digital Creative Lab

Carndonagh’s deprivation score is -8.81,
(Pobal HP Index), which is 2.4 times higher
than the average for Donegal. In areas
of relative depravation, like Inishowen,
opportunities for education in digital skills
are limited to the families who can afford
equipment and extracurricular activities.

The Issue

The area is also facing an additional crisis
where thousands of family homes are
crumbling because of defective building
blocks containing MICA. The scale of
the problem has been described as a
humanitarian crisis. It will, at least, create
greater deprivation in Inishowen.

Young people need to be prepared for a
digital world. They also need to be prepared
for technological advances in a future they
cannot yet imagine. They need positive and
creative technology in their lives to enable
them to do this.
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It is impacting young people.

stability. Inishowen has a strong engineering
sector that offers apprenticeships and work
experience. So there is an opportunity to build
links between schools and highly skilled
employers.

Carndonagh has a youth dependency rate of
40.2% (Pobal HP Index) significantly higher
than the State (32.2%). Regardless of income,
ability or social circumstances, young people
deserve opportunities which can positively
impact their lives and inspire their futures.

Spraoi has given young people access to
digital creative skills -regardless of income,
ability, or social circumstances. We combined
our technology assets, the digital creativity
space in the Carndonagh community, and a
school outreach approach to be effective:

The Response
Spraoi have promoted quality education
through the Digital Creative Lab resource.
It offers young people access to creative
technology and digital media. This gives
them an opportunity to be innovative and
express themselves.

Outcomes

· 678 young people have completed a
6-week programme

Through European Funding in 2019, Spraoi
were able to acquire high-grade assets
including 3D Printers, laser cutters, vlogging
cameras, and podcasting equipment. This
included the hardware and software to run
them on.

· 3 of these young people had a disability

Digital Creative Lab courses involve
creative learning with a digital focus
delivered by skilled tutors. They aim to
broaden early engagement with STEAM
(science, technology, engineering, arts,
and mathematics) for 12 – 24 year olds.
Cognitive, strategic, and practical processes
by which design concepts are developed
encourage 21st century skills. These cover
the 4Cs, communication, critical thinking,
collaboration, and creativity.

· 3 Transition Year Work Placements for 1
week

· 358 young people did not have a computer
at home
· 500 young people did not know what
STEAM meant

· 1 Leaving Cert Applied Placement for 1 day
per week
· 96% said it made them more confident
using digital technology and that their
digital skillset improved significantly.
· 89% would take part again

In 2021, our digital education was delivered to
several schools, Transition Year and Leaving
Cert Applied students, and young people
on work experience. We want to empower
young people from low-income backgrounds
to progress in careers in STEAM. With salaries
in STEAM being 20% higher than other
sectors, this helps young people progress
to well paid, local jobs, with economic
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Spraoi’s
impact!
MENTAL
HEALTH

COMMUNIT Y

90%

97% Spraoi positive impact

89% Would deﬁnitely

95% believe this is

Positive impact
on their mental health

on Rural Regeneration

very important

recommend Spraoi to
a friend

92% feel more a part

88% Long-lasting

of the community

impact on their lives

FELT
POSITIVE
IMPACT
63% Immediately
31% Within weeks

VITAL
COMMUNIT Y
RESOURCE

6% Longer

48% no alternative to Spraoi
39% Spraoi of fered better

services than the alternatives
available

13%

yes, but similar to
what Spraoi offers
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Financial Review

‘Public funding – general’ relates to income
received by the company by way of grants,
capital grants, and service level agreements.
‘Public funding – Covid-19 specific’ relates
to the EWSS (Employment Wage Subsidy
Scheme), Pobal Stability Fund and Donegal
County Council Covid Emergency Fund
received. ‘Private income’ relates to income
received from donations, fundraising, and
trading activities such as the charity shop,
Digital Creative Lab, and CoWork Plus
coworking hub.

The results for the year are set out in the
Statement of Financial Activities. The
accounts have been prepared using the
Charities SORP (Statement of Recommended
Practice).

Income

The company recorded €815,118 of income in
2021, an increase of 14% over 2020, although
approximately €116,000 of this was in the
form of Covid-19 support grants received
(approx. €149,500 in 2020). Most other
categories of income experienced an increase
in 2021, compared to the prior year, as the
company continued to recover from the
Covid-19 pandemic. However, income from
donations and legacies fell by approximately
€9,000, and income from Service Level
Agreements fell by approximately €51,000.
Service Level Agreement income in the
main fell in comparison due to the prior
year as a result of the Peace IV funding
project being completed in June 2021. In 2021,
approximately 77% of the company’s income
came from Government funding. The mix of
income is as follows:

Type

2021

2020

€

€

Public funding general

510,970

(63%)

444,521

(62%)

Public funding Covid-19 specific

116,462

(14%)

149,487

(21%)

Total public
funding

627,432

(77%)

594,008

(83%)

Private income

187,686

(23%)

121,262

(17%)

Total income

815,118

(100%)

715,270

(100%)

Apart from the Covid-19 specific funding that
the company received, the major increase
in public funding came from capital grants
recognised in income under the LEADER
(€65,417) and Connected Hubs (€75,000)
programmes.
Income from private sources increased in
2021, due primarily to new income streams
coming online during the year in the form
of Digital Creative Lab workshops and the
CoWork Plus remote working hub. Income
from Digital Creative Lab products grew
during the year, after this income stream was
introduced during 2020 (previously known
as FabLab). Childcare income fell during the
year as a direct result of the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic. As childcare numbers
have not yet returned to pre-pandemic levels,
this funding stream has also been negatively
affected by the closure of the Community
Childcare Subvention Programme (CCSP)
to new applications during 2021, and the
slow uptake in the National Childcare
Scheme. During this period, the directors
have undertaken to diversify the company’s
sources of income so that it will be less reliant
on public funding in future.
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and €9,725 (2020: €Nil) from the Thriftify
online charity shop platform. Also included
is €15,494 (2020: €7,808) from Siopa Spraoi –
our online shop selling personalised wooden
gifts made in the Digital Creative Lab. This
is an increase of 98% on the prior year due
to 2021 being the Digital Creative Lab’s first
full year of operation. Digital Creative Lab
workshops also started in 2021 generating
income of €7,105.

Charitable Activities

In 2021, Spraoi received a total of €319,970
in grants for charitable activities (2020:
€338,504). This represents a 5% decrease from
the previous year. Several staff were in receipt
of the government-funded employment
wage subsidy scheme during the year. Pobal
was the single largest funder during the year.
They provided €188,225 (2020: €267,512) –
approximately 37% of our total grant income,
or 23% of total income.

Another new income stream to come online
in 2021 was CoWork Plus, our coworking hub
at the old Action Inishowen building, which
generated incomes in 2021 of €29,955.

Donations and Legacies

Income from donations and legacies
comprises donations from individual donors,
corporate donors, trusts and foundations. In
2021 we received €11,579 from this income
stream (2020: €20,377). This is a decrease of
€8,798 or 43% for 2020. A one-off donation
from the Action Inishowen committee in
2020 is the reason for the higher prior year
figure. We are extremely grateful to everyone
who supports our work.

Expenditure

Total expenditure for 2021 was €612,045
(2020: €527,560), an increase of around 16%
from 2020. As with previous years, the main
element of expenditure in 2021 was wages
and salaries, which makes up approximately
45% of total expenditure.
The main driving forces behind the increase
in expenditure year-on-year are increased
costs of materials used in the provision
of workshops in the Digital Creative Lab,
increased repairs and maintenance costs
directly associated with the upgrade works
carried out at the CoWorking hub and Unit
10 at Supervalu (expenses which were not
capital in nature), and an increase in legal
and professional fees due to consultancy
costs incurred over the course of 2021 in
relation to the Digital Creative Lab, and
also the preparation of our 2020 annual
report under Charities SORP. In addition
to this, depreciation expense has risen in
2021, because of the refurbishment works
carried out at our family facilities centre, and
CoWorking hub.

Our fundraising activities increased by
€18,956 – approximately 284%. Our 2021
fundraising income amounted to €25,627
(2020: €6,671). Included within this year's
figures is a €5,000 bursary from William
Fry to support our work with children and
teenagers with disabilities, and in 2021
Inishowen Co-Op pledged €25,000 in
sponsorship towards our work in the Digital
Creative Lab for 12 months from September
2021. €8,333 of this sponsorship income has
been recognised as fundraising income
within restricted funds in the 2021 accounts.

Other Trading Activities

Income from other trading activities was
€149,670 during the year (2020: €90,928). This
represents a 67% increase from the previous
year. This includes retail income of €22,162
(2020: €23,281) from our charity shop, Fadó
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Reserves Policy and Level

Surplus

The board has implemented a reserves
policy, which is reviewed on an annual basis.
At present, the policy is to maintain liquid
reserves equivalent to at least 13 weeks’
of operating costs and the company has
achieved this in the current year. 2021 liquid
reserves, calculated as the company’s net
current assets, of €184,712, covers 15.7 weeks’
operating costs based on 2021 expenditure
(€612,045).

The company recognised a surplus for 2021
of €203,073 (2020: €187,710). Of this, €96,149
of the surplus relates to unrestricted funds,
while €106,924 relates to restricted funds.
A surplus arises in relation to restricted funds
because of capital grants being recognised in
full in the Statement of Financial Activities in
line with accounting treatment as prescribed
by the Statement of Recommended Practice
(SORP) “Accounting and Reporting by
Charities.” These grants were used to fund
the purchase of assets recognised on the
Statement of Financial Position. The total
amount of grants recognised in restricted
funds in the Statement of Financial Activities
used to finance the purchase of fixed assets
is €160,064. No restrictions are placed on the
use of these assets, and as such this amount
has therefore been transferred to unrestricted
funds, as is shown on the Statement of
Financial Activities. The resulting restricted
deficit has been funded out of unrestricted
funds, meaning restricted funds carried
forward at the end of the year of €Nil.

At 31 December 2021, the company’s reserves
were €636,186 (2020 - €433,113).

Restricted Funds

Restricted funds represent income received
that can only be used for particular purposes.
Such purposes are within the overall aims of
Spraoi. It is Spraoi policy to fully apply such
funds for the purposes for which they were
donated as quickly as possible. Restricted
reserves at 31st December 2021 were €0
(2020: €8,927).

Unrestricted Funds

Unrestricted funds at 31st December 2021
were €636,186 (2020: €424,186). These are
funds that have no specific restrictions
attached to them, but are categorised as
follows:

The surplus of €96,149 in relation to
unrestricted funds arises because of
unrestricted donations and legacies received
by the company during the year, funds
from general fundraising activities, and
income derived from other trading activities,
in particular income generated by the
company’s charity shop, and CoWork Plus
remote coworking hub. The unrestricted
surplus also includes unrestricted Covid-19
support grants received. The directors plan to
use unrestricted surpluses for the new Child
and Family Hub, which is expected to cost
€1.5m.

• General unrestricted funds are funds
for use at the discretion of the Board in
furtherance of the objectives of Spraoi.
Where balances arise at the year end,
these funds are generally utilised in the
upcoming financial year.
• Designated funds represent amounts that
Spraoi has, at its discretion, set aside for
specific purposes, which would otherwise
form part of the general unrestricted funds
of the Charity.

Pension

All employees are entitled to join the
Company PRSA scheme.
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Covid-19 supports – decrease of
approximately €33,000 – due to a reduction
in the amount of funding received under the
Pobal Stability Fund.

Investment Policy

Spraoi do not currently hold any investments,
having regard to the liquidity requirements
of operations. All cash held by Spraoi is split
between a current account and a deposit
account with Allied Irish Bank. No interest
was earned on the deposit account over the
course of 2021.

Tangible assets – Increase of approximately
€165,500 – result of upgrade works carried
out to our CoWorking hub project, the costs
of which have been recorded in additions to
freehold buildings.

Going Concern

Creditors – Decrease of approximately
€56,500 – result of deferred grants being
released, in particular Social Innovation
Fund Ireland (€34,729) and LEADER funding
regarding facilities and IT upgrade works
(€30,912), offset by recognition of deferred
sponsorship income of €16,664 regarding
Inishowen Co-Op sponsorship of the Digital
Creative Lab for a 12-month period to 30
August 2022.

The directors have carried out a detailed
review and assessment of likely income
and expenditure during 2022 and beyond
and are satisfied, having made reasonable
assumptions, that the company can continue
to carry out most of its activities during this
time and that it can continue to meet its
obligations as they fall due.
The company has suitable reserves in place
and the directors are confident that the
necessary public funding will continue for
at least the next 12 months. On this basis the
directors deem it appropriate to prepare the
financial statements on a going concern
basis.

Important Developments
since 2021
New Services to Support
Adults with Disabilities

The financial statements do not include
any adjustments that may arise should the
company be unable to continue as a going
concern.

From residential to community
life
We are delighted to work with the HSE
(Health Service Executive) and the Service
Reform Fund to transform services for adults
with disabilities. Since January 2022, we
have partnered with the HSE to help people
with disabilities move into more inclusive
community settings. Specifically, we are
supporting these adults to move from
existing services at James Conolly Memorial
Hospital (JCM) and Milltown House.
Instead, we support them towards living in
a modernised, person-centred service, which
promotes community inclusion and active
citizenship.

Other Significant Year-on-Year
Variances
Capital grants – Increase of approximately
€85,000 in large part driven by funding
received from LEADER and Connected Hubs
in relation to the upgrade of the old Action
Inishowen building as part of our CoWorking
hub project. As all works were completed,
and therefore all expenditure incurred,
during 2021, the full amounts of the funding
received in relation to this project have been
recognised in income as per the Charities
SORP.
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Friendship circles for those with
Intellectual Disabilities

for children for almost 12 years using rented
accommodation, repurposed vacant
buildings, and civic buildings. These spaces
are not built for the services and projects we
deliver, and this can restrict numbers and
workshop time.

As part of our work with the HSE, we also are
leading out on a “Social Buddies” scheme.
This initiative aims to offer extra support
to people attending intellectual disability
(ID) day services. It aims to help them gain
more social support outside the day service
hours. The scheme recruits local volunteers
to help these adults make more friendships
in the local community. Volunteers give their
time to enable those using ID Day services
to socialise and attend activities in their
communities. It operates across the HSE
CHO1 region, which includes Donegal, Sligo,
Leitrim, Monaghan, and Cavan.

This funding will enable us to build a
dedicated space on a town centre site, which
can be customised for our needs. It will
allow us to expand our inclusive creative
and play services, in one central customised
location. For the first time we will have our
own outdoor space, “co-designed” with the
children, young people, and families we work
with. Outdoor play is so important for good
mental and physical health and wellbeing.

Expanding our Space to Meet
Growing Needs

Major Capital Projects to
Transform our Community

Because lack of space is a continual
challenge for us, in January this year we
took on the lease of a large warehouse
style building of 3,250 square feet. We are
using this building to sort and store all the
donations for our vintage shop and to store
the items which we have for sale on Thriftify.
We have made some of the space available
for donations specifically for the Ukranian
refugees and have set up a pop-up shop.

First Community Child & Family
Hub for Donegal
We are thrilled to be one of four charities
in Ireland to receive a transformative grant
from the RTE Toy Show Appeal. We were
awarded €300,000 to begin work to deliver
a Child and Family Hub for the families
of Inishowen. Our CEO Helen Nolan was
delighted to have the opportunity to chat to
Ryan Tubridy on his RTE1 Radio Show about
the difference this funding will make. You
can listen back here.

Our €9.5m Rural Regeneration
Project

We have grown so rapidly since we opened
in 2010 – going from a small parent and
toddlers’ group to now providing services
for over 700 participants a week. To meet
demand, we have ended up being spread
across 8 separate locations, which do not
always match our needs.

The Tús Nua project was granted approval
to proceed to tender in August 2022 by
the Department of Rural and Community
Development. Donegal County Council will
put the project out to tender in September
2022 for the Architect Led Design Team.
The proposed timeline for completion is
December 2024.

So, a dedicated hub will be a gamechanger for us and the families and
children who use our services. We have
developed and delivered creative activities

Tús Nua is an ambitious project which
has the potential to have a big impact on
Carndonagh. It aims to bring people of all
generations back into the town centre for
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community services, education, recreation,
housing, enterprise, and jobs. It also aims
to act as a catalyst for economic and social
change and will open in December 2024.
Specifically, it proposes to convert or restore
three properties in the town to create the
following top-class facilities:
• A new space for our Digital Creative Lab.
• A larger co-working space, and office
spaces.
• A youth space for teenagers, including
music rooms, study spaces, a theatre room,
and an outdoor performing space.
• A community kitchen, shed and sensory
garden.
• A new through access and public
amenities including a Changing Places
toilet facility for those with severe mobility
issues.
• A Creative Makers Hub for Inishowen craft
workers.

Pobal Employment Supports
The Pobal Community Services Programme
provides core funding for Spraoi which
supports the employment of a Manager
and 3 Full Time Employees. This funding
stream is reviewed and re-contracted every
five years. Pobal are carrying out this
re-contracting process in 2022 with a closing
date of 14th October. Funding through the
Community Services Programme is critical to
our sustainability. However, we feel the risk of
losing this funding after the review is low.
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5.

Structure,
Governance &
Management
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Charitable Purpose

“Director’s Handbook” document which is
made available to all members.

Spraoi’s charitable purpose, as set out in
its constitution, is to establish, promote
and operate a community development
programme in Carndonagh, Co. Donegal
and its environs. This programme will act as
a focus and catalyst for the local area, with
a view to promoting cultural welfare and
education. In particular, it will empower
specific groups to effectively participate
in a programme of personal and social
development.

The CEO reports to the Board and sits in on
Board meetings in a non-voting capacity.
85% of board members are female.

Board of Directors
Patricia Lee
Chairperson
Patricia is a native of
Galway, living in Malin,
Inishowen for the past
22 years. She is married
to Liam, and they have two children – as well
as a rescued dog and cat. Patricia loves to
walk on the many fabulous trails around the
Inishowen Peninsula, can disappear with a
good book and is always up for adventures
and travel. Having graduated in Psychology
from the National University of Ireland,
Galway, then as a postgraduate from the
University of Limerick (HR Management)
and from Ulster University (Social Policy
and Administration) Patricia believes that
education can lift all boats.

Legal Status
Spraoi agus Spórt Family Centre CLG is a
company limited by guarantee, not having a
share capital, incorporated on 6th December
2013, and governed by the Companies Act
2014.
The constitution of the company is available
for inspection on the company’s website
at www.spraoiagussport.ie and on the
Companies Registration Office website www.
cro.ie

Board Composition
Spraoi is governed by a board of directors
with a maximum board membership of 11
and a minimum board membership of 2. The
quorum for meetings is 3. Spraoi recognises
the paramount importance of having an
active board of directors from a variety of
backgrounds, possessing a wide range of
skills, to best enhance the capabilities and
knowledge of the board.

With a background in social justice, equality
and tackling disadvantage, Patricia has
worked with and for the community and
voluntary sector for over 35 years. This started
in Limerick working with disconnected
young people in the late 1980s. She worked
in Léargas on ESF funded Programmes. Then
she programme managed the ESF New
Opportunities for Women (NOW) Programme
within the National Women’s Council of
Ireland up to 2000. She moved from Dublin
to Donegal in 2000 where she ran her own
social research consultancy. She did this in
tandem with managing cross-border projects
and then a parenting support charity (20072019).

It is Spraoi’s policy that each board
member’s term of office is three years which
may be renewed twice (a total of nine years)
in line with best practice.
Every year at the AGM, up to one third of
the board members retire by rotation and
may be eligible for re-election. The process
for nominations and voting is laid out in the
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Charles Bradley
Treasurer

She is currently Research Officer for the IDP
(Inishowen Development Partnership). This
work involves identifying needs, making
the case, advocating for change, amplifying
impact, and telling the story. Patricia leads
IDP work involving education, young
people, health and well-being, and family
support services. Recent work through IDP
includes securing the ‘Sláintecare’ contract
for Inishowen; making a consultative policy
submission on the impact of Brexit on our
collaborating coastal communities; and
successfully securing funding for several
transnational projects. Patricia volunteers
on a wide range of committees and working
groups and believes wholeheartedly in giving
back.

Originally from Derry,
Charles moved to
Carndonagh in 2011
where he lives with his
wife and three young
children. A Fellow of the Irish Association
of Chartered Accountants, Charles
graduated from University College Dublin
with a Bachelor's degree in Commerce
and a Masters in Accountancy. Five years
working for PricewaterhouseCoopers in
Dublin were followed by over a decade in
the Banking industry. He worked in various
Senior Relationship Management roles
within KBC Bank in Dublin and Ulster Bank
(Royal Bank of Scotland) in Belfast. In 2017,
Charles changed career and became the
3rd generation owner-operator of Bradley &
McLaughlin Funeral Directors in his native
Derry. It is a successful family business which
has been in existence for over 50 years.

Cliodhna Byrne
Company
Secretary
Cliodhna hails from
West Donegal and is
a native Irish speaker.
Following her graduation from LYIT with
a NCEA in Business and Secretarial Studies
Clíodhna travelled and worked in the USA,
Germany, and England for many years. She
returned to Ireland to take up a permanent
position with National Irish Bank.

Since moving to Carndonagh, Charles has
spent time on a variety of volunteer roles
within the local community. These include
Treasurer of St Patrick’s Boys National School
Parents’ Association and Director of the local
Naíscoil Dhomhnach Óg. He has also taken
on the roles of underage coach with local
football and Gaelic football teams. In his
spare time Charles enjoys playing football,
golfing, indoor rowing and reading.

Clíodhna worked there for over 18 years as
a senior bank official, mainly in the area
of mortgage advice. During that time, she
obtained many banking qualifications
and a JEB Teachers Diploma in IT. In
2010 National Irish Bank - now known as
Danske Bank - closed forcing Clíodhna into
redundancy. At this time, she decided to
pursue a career in Childcare. Having gained
FETAC Level 5 qualification in Childcare,
Clíodhna commenced employment in
Naíscoil Dhomhnach Óg. She is currently
the manager of the childcare facility which
operates through the medium of Irish.
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Bríd McGonagle
Director

Helen Nolan CEO
& Co-Founder

Bríd qualified as a
primary school teacher
almost thirty years ago
and developed an interest
in special educational
needs. She completed a part-time degree in
Psychology and then applied for a master's
course in Educational Psychology. She has
worked as a psychologist for fifteen years and
really enjoys the breadth of the work.

Helen Nolan is an
ambitious, passionate
and community driven
Social Entrepreneur
who is the Co-Founder & CEO (Chief
Executive Officer) of Spraoi. She holds a BA
in Accounting & Finance DCU (Dublin City
University) and is a chartered accountant.
Helen enjoyed a successful career across
several large Irish firms including Kepak
and Boyne Valley Foods before returning
home to Carndonagh in 2007. She applied
her business expertise and life experiences
to help build and develop the successful and
socially innovative Spraoi agus Spórt.

She particularly likes working in special
classes and developing her knowledge about
research in literacy. Many of the schools
she works in are DEIS schools and she loves
working in them. Bríd volunteers with Spraoi
because she wants to have an opportunity
to develop support for children with Special
Educational Needs and increase opportunities
for a community that has a high level of
socioeconomic need.

Helen freely gives of her time and expertise
within her local community and has
successfully helped to secure funding of over
€14 million. Helen is a previous recipient of
Rethink Ireland funding and has completed
the Empower Growth women entrepreneur's
programme. She knows the highs and lows
of growing a social enterprise in rural Ireland.

Bríd spent several years living in Belfast before
returning to her native Carndonagh 14 years
ago. She has 3 children.

She is currently Chair of Inishowen
Development Partnership and sits on the
Board of Management of St Patrick's Girls'
School and Carndonagh Community School.
She is also a board member at Donegal PPN
(Public Participation Network) Carndonagh
GAA (Gaelic Athletic Association) and 8th
Donegal Scouts. She is married to Mark.
Together they have 4 daughters. She enjoys
walking the beach, swimming in the sea,
reading, and watching movies with her
daughters.

Elaine Harkin
Director
Elaine graduated with
a BA(Hons) in Early
Childhood Studies from
Stranmillis University
College, Belfast. Following this she worked for
several years within the education sector. This
included teaching modules on the “Childcare
Assistant Traineeship” course in the Northwest
Training Centre Letterkenny. She also has a
BTEC National Diploma in Travel and Tourism.
Elaine has been a full-time mother since
2010, and more recently working as a private
childminder. Elaine has also worked in her
family's dry cleaning and laundry business
and is currently working there part-time.
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Board Meetings

longest in office. They made themselves
available for re-election, in line with the
constitution of the company. The directors
are also the members of the company.

The Board met formally seven times over
2021, including the AGM. Overall, the board
had an attendance rate of 59%. Two of the
directors who were on maternity leave and
sick leave have now resigned. The Board
completed a skill set analysis during the year
and have now identified many suitable new
candidates for the Board. CEO Helen Nolan
reports to the Board and sits in on Board
meetings in a non-voting capacity. Helen
attended 7/7 Board Meetings during 2021.

Name

Length of
Service

Meetings
Attended

Patricia Lee

3 years

7/7

Cliodhna Byrne

8 years

7/7

Elaine Harkin

8 years

3/7

Annual General Meeting

Brid McGonagle

4 years

6/7

The AGM took place on 6th September 2021
at 7pm online and was attended by 4 out
of 7 directors. Two of the directors retired,
being the number closest to one-third of
the directors at the time and being the two

Charles Bradley

4 years

5/7

Maria McElwaine

8 years

0/7

Trisha Bracken

4 years

1/7

Board Sub-Groups
Spraoi currently has one board subgroup: Staff, Audit and Finance, this group did not meet during
2021 as all discussions took place at the board meetings.
As part of a wider needs analysis in August 2022, Spraoi are seeking expressions of interest for a
further 13 subgroups to ensure that the needs of the wider community are being considered. These
subgroups align to our 5 operating pillars and include:

Young Families

Digital &
Technology

Children

Physical
Health

Teenagers

Mental
Health

Disability

Creative
Makers

Adults &
Older People

Coworking

Circular
Economy

Marketing
& PR (Public
Relations)

Fundraising

A board member and/or the CEO will sit on each subgroup. All subgroups will be advisory in
nature and have written terms of reference.
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Board Member Selection

names have been suggested and decides
whether to pursue any of them.

In line with the Governance Code best
practice, Spraoi will endeavor to adhere to the
recommended maximum nine-year tenure
period for its board members where possible.
As such, ongoing awareness of the need for,
and recruitment of potential nominees who
possess a suitable skill set is a board priority.

• One or two individuals are selected for
further review, about the potential fit of their
skills with the board's needs.
• The curriculum vitae of these individuals is
circulated to committee members.
• One member of the committee and/or the
CEO has a very general, initial conversation
with the individuals. This aims to determine
whether there is any interest in pursuing
a more detailed conversation about
potential board membership. During this
conversation, the roles and responsibilities
are shared so potential candidates are
aware of what the appointment involves.

The most important qualities for our board
members are passion, leadership and an
ability and willingness to be part of our everevolving social enterprise. We need people
who:
• Are adaptive
• Are advocates for Spraoi’s purpose, mission,
and values.

• An informal discussion is held between
the candidate and two or more committee
members.

• Share our big picture, strategic perspective.
• Will help increase the profile of the
organisation.

• A recommendation is made to the full board
to invite the candidate to the next board
meeting to meet the board as a nominee to
the board.

• Are available now.
• Can commit to attending and participating
in meetings.

• At the end of the meeting, the individual
is appointed to the board and the
appointment is formalised.

• Have access to resources and networks that
will benefit the organisation.
• Are prepared to become involved in
fundraising.

Each step in this process depends on the
successful completion of the previous step.
However, once an individual is invited to
attend a board meeting, there would need to
be discovery of extraordinary, unexpected, and
negative information for the individual not to
be invited to join the board at that time.

The process for vetting and selecting nominees
to the board is as follows:
• A matrix of board members' skills and
attributes is created. This matrix is reviewed
and updated periodically to ensure it reflects
current needs and to identify gaps in board
member skills and attributes.

During 2021, considerable work was carried
out in terms of a board performance review,
board members areas of interests and key
issues and board skill set analysis together
with the identification of skill set gaps within
our current board. The name of one individual
has been discussed at a board meeting as a
potential director and an informal meeting
with the individual has been scheduled.

• Names of potential board members are
suggested by current board members or our
staff. If no names are available, the position
is advertised using Board Match.
• The board conducts an initial, informal
discussion about various individuals whose
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Regeneration

Technology
Psychology

Digital Media Dedication
Disability
Integrity

Policies and
Procedures

Social enterprise
Sales

Second Level
Education

Sport
Legal
Small
Medium
Enterprise

Primary Level
Education
Corporate
Governance

Loyalty

Leadership
Older People
Trustworthy
Remote working PR

Gardening and
Polytunnels

Board Skills and Attributes

Complex Needs

Mental
Health

STEAM

Empathy Teenagers
Early
Autism
Years

Business
Development

Culinary

Customer
Service
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Research Childcare
Funding
Applications

Community
Voluntary

Health and
Well-Being

HR
Finance
Children
Strategic Planning
CSR (Corporate
Social Responsibility)
Advocacy
Sustainability
Young Families
Retail
Adult
education
Creative Arts
Marketing
Event
Passion
Planning
Fundraising
Networks
Recycle
Recruitment
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Board Member Induction &
Training

• Review internal company controls.
• Review the financial and budgetary
planning processes.

All new board members receive a “Board
Induction” folder. This folder contains all the
information and documentation that a board
member requires including:

• Be accountable to funders, staff, and
external stakeholders.

• Directors Handbook.

• Ensure the company is managed
appropriately.

• Directors Code of Conduct.

• Meet regularly as a board.

• Governing Documents.

• Act in the best interest of the company.

• Strategic Plans.

Code of Conduct

• Board Minutes from the previous 12
months.

The Spraoi board adheres to and has signed
up to the Spraoi Board Members Code of
Conduct, which underpins all our actions. The
Code of Conduct is based on our values of:

• CEO reports for the previous 12 months.
• Organisational Budget.

• Empathy

• Information pertaining to adhering to the
Charities Governance Code.

• Inclusivity

• Any other relevant information.

• Making an Impact

Board members are encouraged to take up
relevant external training from Carmicheal,
the Charities Institute of Ireland and The
Wheel.

• Community leads the way
• Ideas and Innovation
• Sustainable
All board members are required to read and
sign the Board Members Code of Conduct
annually.

The Role of the Board
The board of directors are the overall
decision-making body and make all the
decisions on projects, policy, appointments
(at senior level), and finance. All decisions are
recorded in the minutes of board meetings.

Confidentiality
Directors, staff, and volunteers of Spraoi
will often encounter, or have possession of,
proprietary, confidential, or business sensitive
information and must take appropriate steps
to ensure that such information is strictly
safeguarded.

The core function of the board is as follows:
• Ensure that Spraoi achieves its purpose,
mission, and vision.
• Ensure compliance with the charity’s
governing document.

This information, whether it is on behalf
of our company or any of our clients
or service users, could include strategic
business plans, operating results, marketing
strategies, customer lists, personnel records,
upcoming acquisitions and divestitures,
new investments in manufacturing costs,
processes, and methods.

• Assess and manage the risks faced by the
company.
• Monitor company performance and
approve and monitor the Annual
Operating Plan and Budget.
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they may have about work, standards
of practice or other areas of malpractice,
dangerous, illegal, or improper activity. No
disclosures were made during the year 2021
(2020:0).

Proprietary confidential and sensitive
business information about this company,
other companies’ individuals and entities
should be treated with sensitivity and
discretion and only be disseminated on a
need-to-know basis

Complaints

Conflict of Interest

A Complaints Register is maintained by each
of the relevant public facing parts of Spraoi
and these are managed in conjunction with
the Protected Disclosures policy. Spraoi
recognises the importance of listening to
and addressing complaints and in this spirit
also notes where a formal complaint is not
received but a “negative comment” is made.
The Board will review any complaints made
from users of our services and we will also
report on these to the relevant funder. As
signed up members to the fund-raising
charter, complaints about fund raising are
recorded and addressed. All complaints are
dealt with by the charity and are reviewed
annually by the Board. In 2021 there were no
complaints (2020:0).

Spraoi has a conflict-of-interest policy,
which was updated and approved by the
Board in 2021. The policy applies to board
and committee members and senior
managers who are required to make annual
declarations of any conflict of interest. Only
non-conflicted board members will decide
what further role a conflicted director will
take in that matter. The board member may
continue to engage with Spraoi on any nonconflicted matters.
All details regarding the conflict of interest,
including the action arising, will be recorded
in the minutes. If it is found that a person
has failed to disclose a conflict of interest, the
board may act against the person. This may
include seeking the person’s resignation from
Spraoi.

Data Protection
The Board is made aware of any data
protection events. During the year there were
0 Subject Access Requests (2020:0).

A standing conflict of interest agenda item
was included for board meetings in 2021. All
directors, committee members and senior
managers are required to complete an
annual declaration of interest form.

Beneficial Ownership
Article 30(1) of the EU’s Fourth Anti-Money
Laundering Directive (4AMLD) requires
all EU Member States to put into national
law provisions requiring corporate and
legal entities to obtain and hold accurate
and current information on their beneficial
owners in their own internal beneficial
ownership register.

No Conflicts of Interest were noted in 2021.
The policy is due for review in 2024.

Protected Disclosures
Spraoi has a protected disclosures policy
in place to promote the disclosure of
information relating to wrongdoing in the
workplace. The policy is reviewed by the
Board every three years. The policy offers
protection for workers from penalisation in
circumstances where they make a protected
disclosure or “whistle blow” about concerns

During 2019, the Department of Finance in
Ireland implemented this directive. Spraoi
filed its return in the Register of Beneficial
Ownership by the deadline of 21 November
2021.
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Governance Code

one year or financial liability on Spraoi
exceeding €50,000.

Spraoi agus Spórt Family Centre CLG is fully
compliant with the Governance Code.

• Annual review of Risk and Internal Control.

SORP

• Approval of new staff positions at director
level.

Our annual report and financial statements
are prepared in full compliance with the
Charities SORP (Statement of Reporting
Practice under FRS102). They are made
available to the public on our website.

Although the board of directors is responsible
for Spraoi and for the above list, certain duties
and responsibilities are delegated from the
board of directors to the CEO and through
the CEO to the staff team. This includes
implementation of the strategic plan, leading
and managing Spraoi staff, recruiting
new staff below director level (once within
budget), programmes, projects, finances,
pricing, and all other administrative aspects
so that Spraoi’s ongoing mission, vision, and
strategies are fulfilled through behaviour
that matches our stated values and is in
alignment with our beliefs.

Guidelines for Organisations
on Fundraising from the Public
Spraoi staff, volunteers and others fundraising
on behalf of Spraoi are trained in line with
the guidelines. Controls are in place to
ensure fundraising practices are in line with
the guidelines. The guidelines are reviewed
annually.

From time-to-time Spraoi agrees to cooperate
formally with other organisations on specific
projects or in specific work areas. These
agreements are often determined by a
“Memorandum of Understanding” or form of
written agreement which will be approved
by the board of directors.

Decision Making
Spraoi has a staff team based in Carndonagh
headed by a CEO. All staff report to the CEO
who reports directly to the Board through the
Chairperson.
The following decisions are reserved for the
Board to make and approve:

Performance Management
and Reporting

• The Company strategic plans and annual
operating budgets.

The Board set high level goals at the start of
the year. Operational Reports are presented
at each Board Meeting which include
updates on the goals as well as PR updates
and Management Accounts.

• Projects outside the scope of the strategic
plan.
• Business acquisitions and disposals.
• Decisions on Litigation.

Each staff member takes part in an annual
performance review as well as regular peer
supervision with the CEO. The Chairperson
acts as the line manager to the CEO, who
is the line manager of all staff within the
organisation.

• Appointment/Removal of subgroup Chairs
and Members.
• Appointment/Removal of CEO.
• Appointment/Removal of Auditors
• Approval of Borrowing/Finance Facilities.
• Approval of contracts with terms exceeding
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Remuneration

To help identify risks, we have considered
potential risks under the following categories,
which may have both internal and external
elements:

Any alterations to employee remuneration
are communicated to the board of directors
prior to implementation except for salaries
at senior level which must be approved
by the board. Directors do not receive any
remuneration for their role on the board.
However out-of-pocket expenses may be
reimbursed, in accordance with policy.
Directors did not receive any out-of-pocket
expenses in 2021 (2020:0).

• Governance risks may include directors
not knowing or living up to their
responsibilities; high board turnover;
conflict on a board; conflicts of interest not
properly managed; absence of relevant
policies; failure to properly implement
agreed policies; and policies not being
reviewed. A significant governance risk
may also arise where the directors do not
give due consideration to the charity’s legal
form and governing document.

Political Donations
Spraoi made no political contributions or
donations during the year, (2020:0).

• Strategic risks include any risk which may
cause a charity to be delayed or prevented
from achieving its objectives. Examples
include failure to control costs or failure
to understand the resources needed for
a particular project or service that Spraoi
wishes to offer.

Managing Risk
The directors are responsible for ensuring
that a risk management system is in place
to protect Spraoi from any harm that may
be caused, by reducing the likelihood of each
risk occurring and minimising the impact of
each risk where possible.

• Compliance risks may include failure
to comply with legal or regulatory
requirements, for example: legislation in
respect of charity regulation; health and
safety; child protection; data protection;
employment law; or company law.
Such failures may arise due to a lack
of resources within the charity to meet
the requirements, or due to a lack of
knowledge within the charity of the legal
or regulatory requirements that the charity
is required to comply with. Failure to have
an appropriate level of insurance in place
for the charity is also a compliance risk.

Directors are responsible for ensuring that
a risk management system is put in place
to protect the charity from any harm that
may be caused. A risk management system
should reduce the likelihood of each risk
occurring and minimise the impact of each
risk where possible.
Failure to identify, evaluate and manage all
the risks within the charity can have serious
implications for the directors and may
adversely affect the reputation of the charity.
A risk is an uncertain event which may occur
in the future preventing or delaying our
ability to realise and achieve our objectives.
The likelihood of a risk occurring can only be
estimated. To estimate risk properly, each
risk should be identified, understood, and
evaluated by the board of directors.

• Operational risks include volunteers or
employees being unavailable for duty,
or volunteers or employees that are only
trained for one role and are unable to cover
for another volunteer or employee in the
event of an absence. A lack of planning
in the event of charity premises being
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· Improves service delivery – for example,
service delivery can be impaired if the risk
of loss of funding is not recognised and
alternative sources of funding identified.

damaged and unusable for a period is also
an operational risk.
• Financial risks include failure to meet
financial management and reporting
requirements; failure to maintain prudent
financial reserves; failure to plan to meet
future needs; and failure to properly assess
and understand the financial viability
of the charity. Misunderstanding funder
priorities, poorly articulated funding
applications or missed deadlines for
funding applications are all potential risks
for the charity.

· Improves decision making – for example,
directors can make more informed
decisions about matters affecting the
charity if risk is managed properly.
· Highlights opportunities and potential
benefits– for example, launching a new
service can be a risk for any charity but it
is a risk that could serve your beneficiaries
well if the risk is calculated and managed
properly.

• Environmental or external risks include
risks arising from a change in the overall
environment in which the charity operates
such as a change to Government policy
that affects the charity.
• Reputational risk: charities in general rely
heavily on their reputation. The charity
should consider the actual and perceived
impact of the decisions it takes, ensuring
that all decisions are taken in line with the
best interests and charitable purpose of the
charity.

The benefits of managing risk
Managing risk reduces the likelihood of a
risk occurring or mitigates the impact if a risk
does occur. This in turn:
· Reduces the possibility of the charity
failing to realise and achieve its objectives
– for example, the risk of losing valued
volunteers or employees due to not
supporting them properly.
· Reduces the possibility of reputational
damage – for example, a charity which
decides to accept funding from a third
party and becomes publicly associated
with that party can be damaged if there is
a public perception that the association is
inappropriate.
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Risk Register
Risk Description of
No
Potential Risk

Description
of Potential
Impact

Risk Owner

Steps to Mitigate

Monitoring
Frequency

Likelihood Impact Controls Risk
(1-5)
(1-5)
(1-3)
Rating

Risk Category: Governance
1

Board
Members not
knowing their
responsibilities.

Organisation
doesn’t comply
with its legal
obligations.

Board
Members.

Directors Induction
pack is reviewed.

Annually

1

4

2

8

2

Board
Members do
not give due
consideration to
the legal form
and governing
document.

Organisation
doesn’t comply
with its legal
obligations.

Board
Members.

Memo & Arts is
made available
at every Board
meeting.

Annually

1

3

1

3

Risk Category: Strategic
1

Failure to hold
adequate
stock levels
of materials
required (eg
Fablab)

Company
unable to
provide to
customer
demand/
requirements.

Manager

Monthly stock audit
and large orders
placed annually.

Monthly

2

2

3

12

2

Failure to hold
adequate
levels of PPE/
materials
required to
provide safe
environment for
staff and service
users

Increase risk
of COVID-19
spread.

Manager

Monthly review
completed on stock
levels; large order
placed annually.

Monthly

2

3

2

12

Annually
and more
frequent
when new
activities
are
provided or
assets are
purchased.

1

5

1

5

2

4

1

8

4

1

8

Risk Category: Compliance (Legal or Regulatory)
1

2

3

Failure to have
an appropriate
level of
insurance in
place.

The
organisation
doesn’t have
the necessary
cover in the
event of a
claim.

CEO/
Manager/
Finance
Manager

Insurance renewal
date is the schedule
of key dates.

Failure to
comply with
health & safety
requirements

The
organisation
is not a safe
environment
for service
users and does
not comply
with legal
regulations.
Increase risk of
a claim.

CEO/Manager

Daily health and
safety checks
completed and
documented.
Annual review by
external company
on physical site
and policies and
procedures in place.

Dailychecks

The
organisation
does not
comply
with legal
regulations.

CEO/Manager

Full HR review to
take place annually.

Annually

Failure to
meet legal
requirements
in regard to
employment
law or data
protection

A schedule of items
requiring insurance
is reviewed and
updated.

Data protection
training to be
provided to all staff
members annually.
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Risk Description of
No
Potential Risk

Description
of Potential
Impact

Risk Owner

Steps to Mitigate

Monitoring
Frequency

Likelihood Impact Controls Risk
(1-5)
(1-5)
(1-3)
Rating

Risk Category: Operational
1

Alternative
Respite
Facilitator post
not filled.

Alternative
respite isn’t
provided as
often as we
should.

CEO/Manager

Advertise the post

Ongoing.

2

4

2

16

2

Staff members
not proficient/
knowledgeable
in all areas of
the business.

Lack of
adequate
resource
to cover in
the event of
sickness.

Manager

Increase training for
staff members on
customer service/
engagement.

Ongoing
review.

2

4

1

8

More exposure for
staff to different
elements of the
company.

Staff members
are not
advocating for
the company.

Increase
communication to
staff re activities
across company.

Risk Category: Financial
1

Funding
deadlines are
missed.

Funding
opportunities
are lost.

CEO/
Manager/
Finance
Manager

All funding
deadlines are listed
on the Schedule of
Key Dates.

Monthly

2

5

1

10

2

Performance
obligations as
per funding
agreements are
not complied
with.

Funding
received
becomes
repayable.

CEO/
Manager/
Finance
Manager

Performance
obligations per
funding agreements
are kept under
review to ensure
compliance.

Ongoing

2

5

2

20

3

Cash is not
stored securely.

Cash is lost.

Manager/
Finance
Manager/
Administrator/
Staff

Financial
procedures are
reviewed with staff.

Ongoing

1

3

3

9

Risk Category: Environmental or External
1

Community
Service
Programme
(CSP) funding is
withdrawn.

It would mean
the loss of
a Manager
and 3 FTE’s.
It would
seriously affect
the ongoing
operations.

Board/CEO

Ensure all reporting
requirements are
met.

Biannually.

1

4

1

4

2

Community
Employment/
TUS
positions are
discontinued.

Loss of vital
team members
for Fadó and
other key
roles such as
caretaking etc
that company
unable to fund
independently.

CEO/Manager

Ensure all
requirements
are met.
Maintain positive
relationships with
key stakeholders
along with
participants.

Ongoing

2

3

2

12
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Risk Description of
No
Potential Risk

3

COVID-19
outbreak in one
of our locations.

Description
of Potential
Impact

Risk Owner

Steps to Mitigate

Monitoring
Frequency

Likelihood Impact Controls Risk
(1-5)
(1-5)
(1-3)
Rating

Closure of
service for
period of time.
Potential
health risks to
staff members.

Manager

Ensure adequate
PPE in place
including masks,
sanitiser etc.

Daily

2

4

1

8

Daily

1

5

1

5

1

5

1

5

Ensure all staff
embers are trained
in COVID-19
response and
controls and this is
part of their daily
routines.

Lack of
adequate
volume of
personnel to
deliver our
services.

Ensure COVID-19
policies and
procedures are
in place along
with cleaning
procedures.

Risk Category: Reputational
1

Poor financial
oversight
leading to lack
of trust from the
general public
in our charity.

Loss of trust
between
our key
stakeholders
and the
charity.

CEO/Board/
Finance
Manager

All donations
are categorised
correctly with a
clear paper trail and
are allocated to the
correct department
for use.

Loss of funding
and income.

2

Reputation of
the company
comes under
disrepute due to
the actions of a
staff member/
volunteer/
board member/
facilitator.

Loss of
engagement/
custom/income

Annual accounts
are available
publicly and
transparency is key
at all times.

CEO/manager

The Board reviews
finances on a
quarterly basis.

Quarterly

Robust suite
of policies and
procedures in place
to cover all elements
of our business.

Daily

Management
to implement
said policies and
procedures on a
daily basis with
an annual review
also taking place
to ensure all policy
content remains
relevant.
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The Matrix for assessing impact, likelihood and
effectiveness of existing controls
Each risk is scored in terms of:
* likelihood i.e. the probability of future occurrence, how likely the risk it is that the risk will occur
and how frequently it has occurred in the past.
* impact i.e. the impact on the organisation and external stakeholders if the risk occurs.
* effectiveness of existing controls i.e. given the controls which are currently in place, how
effective are they at mitigating the risk.
A scale of 1 to 5 is used for Likelihood and Impact, and 1 to 3 is used for the effectiveness of
existing Controls, according to the following matrix:

1

Likelihood

Impact

Controls

Scale of 1 - 5

Scale of 1 - 5

Scale of 1 - 3

1

Rarely, if ever

1

No significant impact

Controls highly effective

2 Possible

2 Minor impact

2 Controls effective, but could
be improved

3 Likely

3 Significant but containable
impact

3 No controls / controls are
ineffective

4 Very Likely

4 High impact

5 Unavoidable /
already occurring

5 Extremely detrimental
impact

The risk score is determined by multiplying the risk impact by the risk likelihood by the
effectiveness of the controls.
The following traffic light system can be used on a risk register to highlight / prioritise risk:

Risk Level

Risk Score

Action / Response

High

25+

Make Urgent plans to mitigate overall risk and/or
impact where possible

Medium

13 – 24

Where possible make plans to mitigate overall risk
and/or impact

Low

0 – 12

Continue to review and monitor risk
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Stakeholder Engagement

Specific Engagement Gains
Surveys:

Spraoi is a group that has grown organically
from the community, for the community. Our
values include empathy, the importance of
creative ideas and innovation and enabling
the community to lead the way, So, including
everyone, engaging with all stakeholders, is
an essential part of Spraoi’s success.

The pandemic and restrictions had a
dramatic impact on the routines, attitudes,
and concerns of communities. So, we knew
how important it was to engage with
our community - our key stakeholders
-to understand their changed needs. We
began 2021 with a survey for young parents.
Families with young babies over the last two
years have faced an isolated time, dealing
alone with many parenting challenges. The
survey aimed to best understand their needs
and what they were experiencing because of
the 2020 lockdowns.

We pride ourselves on our stakeholder
engagement both with our service users
and with the wider community, service
partners and funders. We engage with these
audiences in many different ways. These
include:
• Day-to-day dealings as part of the delivery
of our services and events.

The survey had a large response from the
community and in May 2021 we innovated
to react to the findings. We ran 79 online
events tailored to the needs of parents of
young babies as outlined in the survey
responses. The events were attended by 284
children and 290 parents in total, at home
and abroad. Attendance had a global reach
and included participants from Inishowen
families living in England and America.

• Communication and engagement through
our website and publicity materials for
events and programmes such as courses
and summer camps.
• Offering information through local and
national media.
• Informing and engaging stakeholders on
our social media channels.

After the 2021 Summer Camps, we asked
for families who had children attending to
complete a 4-minute survey. The aim was to
enable us to develop and improve the service.
Of the 72 responses 88% were very satisfied
with the service and likely to recommend the
camp to a friend or colleague.

• Using focused initiatives such as surveys.
We conducted two such surveys in 2021,
a Mum and Baby in Lockdown survey
and a Summer Camp 2021 Feedback.
These garnered 212 and 72 responses,
respectively.
• Engaging in conversations with schools,
our public health nurses, and Donegal
ETB (Education and Training Board) about
service provision,
• Liaising with Donegal County Council,
Donegal County Childcare Committee,
and Inishowen Development Partnership,
among others, in terms of delivering what
is needed within the community.
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Public Relations & Awareness
Raising

Our PR extended to the wider social
enterprise and community sector, including
State and Government bodies. In July 2021,
we featured as a case study in the Social
Enterprise newsletter from the Department
of Rural and Community Development.

Covid also ruptured the high participation
and links with families which Spraoi had
cultivated over the last eleven years. So, in
August 2021, we began working to rebuild
our profile in the community through public
relations and media campaigns. This work
was highly effective, and delivered the
following key gains in the second half of 2021,
compared to Jan-Jun 2021:

Following this success, we sought to
build further on our PR achievements in
communicating with stakeholders. We
got a significant boost with the successful
application to the Dormant Accounts
Fund in 2021 for their Awareness Raising
Initiatives for Social Enterprises (ARISE). This
funding will be used in 2022 to overcome the
challenges of lower participation because of
Covid restrictions.

• Our total audience reach rose by 50% in
the second half of 2021 (July – Dec).
• This reach grew across all the following
platforms: Facebook, Twitter, Online media,
Press and Publications.
• The value of media coverage (AVE*) we
secured rose by over 40%, increasing by
€8,300 to over €28,700.

Overall Reach

Facebook

Twitter

Online Media

Press

AVE*

Interactions

Buzz

Jan to June
2021

1.9m

421.8k

454.3k

35.9k

86.5k

€20.4k

2.5k

327

July to Dec
2021

3m

1.5m

982.3k

87.4k

427.1k

€28.47k

4.1k

792k

Rise:

over
1m

over
1m

over
.5m

over
50k

over
350k

over
€8.3k

over
2.5k

465

*AVE = Advertising Value Equivalent (what it would have cost to buy this media space)
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Stakeholder Mapping
Spraoi’s Stakeholder Mapping outlines our stakeholder engagement

• Community and Service Users

• Education Training Board

• Primary Schools

• Inishowen Development Partnership

• Secondary Schools

• Inishowen Family Action Network – IFAN

• Pobal

• Inishowen Social Enterprise Network - ISEN
• Tusla

• Tús

• ECO Carn

• Community Employment
• HSE Disability Services

• Local Sporting Clubs – GAA, Soccer, Boxing,
Rugby, Athletics.

• CAMHS (Child and Adult Mental Health
Services)

• Foróige
• 8th Donegal Scouts

• Public Health Nurse Team
• North Inishowen School
•Completion Programme

Involve

• Donegal Children and
Young People’s Services
Committee

Collaborate

Inform

Consult

• Charity Regulatory
Authority
• Charities Institute of Ireland

• Donegal County Council

• Funders

• Donegal Sports Partnership

• The Wheel

• Donegal Youth Council Advisory
Group

• SERI
• YPSCC – Children and Young People

• Donegal PPN (Public Participation
Network)

• HSE (Health Service Executive) Disability
Services

• YouthReach

• Local and national media, including press
and broadcast media

• The Nerve Centre in Derry
• Local GP’s

• Social media platforms and users

• Donegal Film Office

• Web users

• Creative Coast Donegal

• The wider social enterprise and
community sector, including specialist
community and social enterprise
publications and websites
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Our
Team

Board

Co-Founder
& CEO

Helen
Nolan

Finance

Finance
Manager

Tracy
Doyle

Digital
Creative
Lab

Technical
Lead

Paul
McCay

Administrator

Aine
Kelly

Disability

Young
Familes,
Children &
Young
People

Facilitators

x5

Administrator

Orla
Farren

Administrator

School
Aged
Childcare

Class
Assistant

Arlene

Davenport

CoWorking
Hub

Community
Builder

Kathleen
McDaid

Fadó

CE
Scheme

Caroline
Lynch

Class
Assistant

Tús
Scheme

SNA’s
x8

Margaret
Doherty

McConalogue

Imelda
Reid

Student

Programme
Coordinator

Class
Assistant

TÚs Scheme

Placements

x 10

Celine

Louise
Grant

Leeanne
Kearney

Birthday
Parties

Class
Assistant

McLaughlin

Erin

June
Doherty

Birthday
Parties

Class
Assistant

Gráinne

Monagle

Facilitators
x 60

SNA’s
x5

Marie

Henderson

John
Gibbons

Administrator

Hannah
Doyle

TÚs Scheme

Michelle

Hannigan

Patricia Lee - Chairperson		

Elaine Harkin - Director

Cliodhna Byrne - Company Secretary

Maria McElwaine Director (Resigned April 2022)

Brid McGonagle - Director

Bernadette
McElhinney

Sena

McCreanor

Mary

Gallagher

Mary
Kelly

Kathleen
Gallagher

Mary

Gallagher
(MH)

Mary

McGettigan

Pauline
McDaid

Board Directors
Charles Bradley - Treasurer

Fadó

Volunteers

Trish Bracken

Director (Resigned April 2022)
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Vetting

Post Balance Sheet Events

Spraoi are fully compliant with the
obligations of the National Vetting Bureau
(Children and Vulnerable Adults) Act 2012,
which commenced in April 2016. Spraoi
applies Child Protection policies, which are
based on the Children First Act 2015 and
Children First Guidelines 2017, and best
practice recruitment policies and procedures.
Spraoi staff are re-vetted every 3 years in line
with best practice.

There have been no events subsequent to
the year-end that require an adjustment
to, or additional disclosure in, the Financial
Statements. In January 2022, the company
entered a one-year project with the HSE
worth approximately €125,000 whereby
Spraoi will employ 2 staff to re-integrate
patients from hospitals with enhanced needs
into the local community. The company has
also secured funding of €300,000 from the
RTE Toy Show Appeal. These amounts are
not included in the accounts.

Accounting Records
The directors acknowledge their
responsibilities, under section 281 to section
285 of the Companies Act 2014 to keep
adequate accounting records for the
company and effective compliance with the
requirements of the sections through the
engagement of personnel with appropriate
expertise and by providing adequate
resources to the financial function. The
directors are satisfied that such resources
have been put in place by Spraoi. The
accounting records of the company
are maintained at the registered office
and principal place of business at Unit 7
SuperValu, Carndonagh, Co Donegal F93
AY6D.

Relevant Audit Information
The Board believe that they have taken all
steps necessary to inform themselves of
any relevant audit information. They have
established that the Charity’s statutory
auditor is aware of that information. In so far
as they are aware, there is no relevant audit
information of which the Charity’s statutory
auditors have not been provided.

Tax Clearance
Spraoi complies with Circular 44/2006 “Tax
Clearance Procedures Grants, Subsidies and
Similar Type Payments” by providing the tax
clearance access number to grant providers
when requested.

Payment of Creditors

Auditor

The directors acknowledge their
responsibility for ensuring compliance with
the provisions of the European Communities
(Late Payment in Commercial Transactions)
Regulations 2012. It is the company’s policy
to agree payment terms with all suppliers
and to adhere to those payment terms.

MLMG Limited was appointed as the auditor
and in accordance with section 383(2) of
the Companies Act 2014, continue in office
as auditor. A resolution proposing their
reappointment will be put to the Annual
General Meeting.
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Directors’ Compliance
Statement

FRS102). Under company law, the directors
must not approve the financial statements
unless they are satisfied that they give a true
and fair view of the assets, liabilities, and
financial position of the company as at the
financial year end date and of the surplus or
deficit of the company for that financial year
and otherwise comply with the Companies
Act 2014.

The Directors acknowledge that they are
responsible for securing the Company’s
compliance with the relevant obligations,
as defined in the Companies Act 2014, and
as required by Section 225 of that Act. They
confirm that:
• A compliance policy document has been
drawn up that sets out policies that in their
opinion, are appropriate to the Company
respecting compliance by the Company
with its relevant obligations.

In preparing these financial statements, the
directors are required to:
• select suitable accounting policies for the
company financial statements and then
apply them consistently;

• Appropriate arrangements or structures
are in place that are, in their opinion,
designed to secure material compliance
with the Company’s relevant obligations.

• make judgements and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent;
• state whether the financial statements
have been prepared in accordance with
applicable accounting standards, identify
those standards, and note the effect and
the reasons for any material departure
from those standards; and

• During the financial year, the
arrangements or structures referred to
above have been reviewed.

Directors’ Responsibilities
Statement

• prepare the financial statements on
the going concern basis unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the
company will continue in business.

The directors are responsible for preparing
the Directors’ Report and the financial
statements in accordance with Irish law and
regulations.

The directors are responsible for ensuring
that the company keeps or causes to be kept
adequate accounting records which correctly
explain and record the transactions of the
company, enable at any time the assets,
liabilities, financial position and surplus or
deficit of the company to be determined
with reasonable accuracy, enable them to
ensure that the financial statements and
Directors’ Report comply with the Companies
Act 2014 and enable the financial statements
to be audited. They are also responsible for
safeguarding the assets of the company and
hence for taking reasonable steps for the
prevention and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.

Irish company law requires the directors
to prepare financial statements for each
financial year. Under that law, the directors
have elected to prepare the financial
statements in accordance with Companies
Act 2014 and FRS 102 The Financial Reporting
Standard applicable in the UK and Republic
of Ireland (Accepted Accounting Practice in
Ireland) issued by the Financial Reporting
Council. The directors have also opted to
prepare the company’s financial statements
in compliance with the Charities SORP
(Statement of Reporting Practice under
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The directors are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and financial
information included on the company’s website. Legislation in the Republic of Ireland governing
the preparation and dissemination of financial statements may differ from legislation in other
jurisdictions.
On behalf of the board

Cliodhna Byrne

Patricia Lee

Director

Director
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Independent Auditor’s Report

To the members of Spraoi agus Spórt Family Centre Company Limited
By Guarantee
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Spraoi agus Spórt Family Centre Company
Limited by Guarantee (the ‘company’) for the year ended 31 December 2021 which comprise
the statement of financial activities, the statement of financial position, the statement of cash
flows and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting
policies. The relevant financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation
is the Companies Act 2014, FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK
and Republic of Ireland issued in the United Kingdom by the Financial Reporting Council, and
Statement of Recommended Practice (SORP) ‘Accounting and Reporting by Charities’.
In our opinion the financial statements:
• give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities and financial position of the company as at 31
December 2021 and of its surplus for the year then ended;
• have been properly prepared in accordance with FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland, and the Statement of Recommended Practice
(SORP) ‘Accounting and Reporting by Charities’; and
• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2014.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (Ireland) (ISAs
(Ireland)) and applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described
in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our report. We
are independent of the company in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant
to our audit of financial statements in Ireland, including the Ethical Standard issued by the Irish
Auditing and Accounting Supervisory Authority (IAASA), and the provisions available for small
entities, in the circumstances set out in note 23 to the financial statements, and we have fulfilled
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion.

Conclusions relating to going concern
In auditing the financial statements, we have concluded that the directors’ use of the going
concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is appropriate.
Based on the work we have performed, we have not identified any material uncertainties
relating to events or conditions that, individually or collectively, may cast significant doubt on
the company’s ability to continue as a going concern for a period of at least twelve months from
when the financial statements are authorised for issue.
Our responsibilities and the responsibilities of the directors with respect to going concern are
described in the relevant sections of this report.
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Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information in the annual report. The other information
comprises the information included in the annual report other than the financial statements and
our auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other
information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not express
any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent
with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears
to be materially misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material
misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a material misstatement in the
financial statements or a material misstatement of the other information. If, based on the work
we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information,
we are required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.

Opinions on other matters prescribed by the Companies Act 2014
Based solely on the work undertaken in the course of the audit, we report that in our opinion:
•

the information given in the directors’ report is consistent with the financial statements; and

•

the directors’ report has been prepared in accordance with applicable legal requirements.

We have obtained all the information and explanations which we consider necessary for the
purposes of our audit.
In our opinion the accounting records of the company were sufficient to permit the financial
statements to be readily and properly audited, and the financial statements are in agreement
with the accounting records.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
Based on the knowledge and understanding of the company and its environment obtained
in the course of the audit, we have not identified any material misstatements in the directors’
report.
We have nothing to report in respect of our obligation under the Companies Act 2014 to report
to you if, in our opinion, the disclosures of directors’ remuneration and transactions specified by
sections 305 to 312 of the Act are not made.

Responsibilities of directors for the financial statements
As explained more fully in the directors’ responsibilities statement, the directors are responsible
for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and
fair view, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the
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preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error. In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing
the company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related
to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either
intend to liquidate the company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to
do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an
auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but
is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (Ireland) will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on
the IAASA’s website at: https://www.iaasa.ie/Publications/Auditing-standards/InternationalStandards-on-Auditing-for-use-in-Ire/International-Standards-on-Auditing-(Ireland)/ISA-700(Ireland). This description forms part of our auditor’s report.

Philip McGonigle (Statutory Auditor)
For and on behalf of MLMG Limited
Date: 12 September 2022

Chartered Certified Accountants
Statutory audit firm

St Helens
St Oran’s Road
Buncrana
Co. Donegal
F93 C59X
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Statement of Financial Activities
For the year ended 31 December 2021
Notes

Unrestricted
Funds
2021

Restricted
Funds
2021

Total

Total

2021

2020

€

€

€

€

11,579

-

11,579

20,377

2,253

172,246

174,499

142,101

36,993

108,478

145,471

196,403

Income from:
Donations and legacies
Charitable activities
- Grants
- Service Level Agreements

810

-

810

2,941

17,294

8,333

25,627

6,671

149,670

-

149,670

90,928

-

-

-

345

115,951

511

116,462

149,487

Capital grants

-

191,000

191,000

106,017

Total Income

334,550

480,568

815,118

715,270

- Other charitable activities
Fundraising activities
Other trading activities
Other income
Covid-19 supports

Expenditure on:

4

Raising Funds

(3,183)

-

(3,183)

-

(235,218)

(373,644)

(608,862)

(527,560)

-

-

-

-

(238,401)

(373,644)

(612,045)

(527,560)

96,149

106,924

203,073

187,710

160,064

(160,064)

-

-

(44,213)

44,213

-

-

-

-

-

-

212,000

(8,927)

203,073

187,710

Total funds brought forward

424,186

8,927

433,113

245,403

Total Funds Carried Forward

636,186

-

636,186

433,113

Charitable activities
Other
Total Expenditure
Net Income
Transfers between funds
-R
 estricted grants used to fund
unrestricted assets
-T
 ransfer to cover deficit in
restricted funds

5
16

Other recognised gains/(losses)
Net movement in funds
Reconciliation of funds

The statement of financial activities includes all gains and losses recognised in the year.
All income and expenditure derive from continuing operations.
The prior year Statement of Financial Activities is provided in note 22.
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Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 December 2021
Notes

2021

2020

€

€

€

€

Fixed assets
Tangible assets

10

451,474

285,906

Current assets
Debtors

11

Cash at bank and in hand

Creditors: amounts falling due
within one year

12

185,046

171,597

103,023

135,375

288,069

306,972

(103,357)

(159,765)

Net current assets

184,712

147,207

Total assets less current liabilities

636,186

433,113

The funds of the charity

-

8,927

31,701

-

General unrestricted funds

604,485

424,186

Members’ funds

636,186

433,113

Restricted funds

16

Designated funds

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on the
12th September 2022 and are signed on its behalf by:

Cliodhna Byrne

Patricia Lee

Director

Director
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Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ended 31 December 2021
Notes
Cash flows from operating
activities
Cash generated from operations

2021
€

19

2020
€

€

193,983

€

163,816

Investing activities

(225,473)

Purchase of tangible fixed assets
Net cash used in investing
activities

(146,118)

(225,473)

(146,118)

Net increase in cash and cash
equivalents

(31,490)

17,698

Cash and cash equivalents at
beginning of year

134,513

116,815

Cash and cash equivalents at end
of year

103,023

134,513

103,023

135,375

-

(862)

Relating to:

20

Cash at bank and in hand
Bank overdrafts included in
creditors payable within one year
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2021
1 Accounting policies
Company information
Spraoi agus Spórt Family Centre Company Limited By Guarantee is a limited company
domiciled and incorporated in the Republic of Ireland. The registered office is Unit 7, Supervalu
Shopping Centre, Newpark Road, Carndonagh, Co. Donegal, Ireland and its company
registration number is 536437.

1.1 Accounting convention
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with FRS 102 “The Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland” (“FRS 102”) and the
requirements of the Companies Act 2014.
The company has also applied the recommendations of the Statement of Recommended
Practice (SORP) “Accounting and Reporting by Charities”, effective 1st January 2015, which is
considered best practice for charities in Ireland. The directors consider that the adoption of the
SORP requirements is the most appropriate accounting to properly reflect and disclose the
activities of the organisation.
The financial statements are prepared in euros, which is the functional currency of the
company. Monetary amounts in these financial statements are rounded to the nearest €.
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention. The
principal accounting policies adopted are set out below.

1.2 Going concern
At the time of approving the financial statements, the directors have a reasonable expectation
that the company has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the
foreseeable future. Thus the directors continue to adopt the going concern basis of accounting
in preparing the financial statements.

1.3 Income and expenditure
Income
All income is recognised in the Statement of Financial Activities (“SOFA”) when the company
is entitled to the income, any performance related conditions have been met, receipt is
probable and the amount can be quantified with reasonable accuracy. Income comprises
grants for charitable activities, donations and legacies, fundraising activities and other trading
activities.
Income is deferred where the company is limited by specific performance related conditions
that are evident in the funding agreement, where there is a specification of a time period that
limits the company’s ability to recognise the income until it has performed an activity and
when there are specific terms or conditions within an agreement that have not been met and
are not within the control of the company at year end.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2021
Donated goods are recognised as income when sold.
Income is analysed as restricted or unrestricted. Restricted funds represent income recognised
in the financial statements, which is subject to specific conditions imposed by the donors or
grant making institutions. Unrestricted funds represent amounts which are expendable at the
discretion of the company, in furtherance of the objectives of the charity. Such funds may be
held in order to finance working capital or capital investment.

Expenditure
All expenditure is accounted for on an accruals basis and has been classified under headings
that aggregate all costs related thereto. Where costs cannot be directly attributed to
particular headings, they have been allocated to activities on a basis consistent with the use
of the resources.

1.4 Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are initially measured at cost and subsequently measured at cost or
valuation, net of depreciation and any impairment losses.
Depreciation is recognised so as to write off the cost or valuation of assets less their residual
values over their useful lives on the following bases:
Freehold land and buildings

4% Straight Line

Leasehold improvements

Straight Line over the lease term

Equipment

20% Straight Line

Fixtures and fittings

20% Straight Line

IT equipment

20% Straight Line

The gain or loss arising on the disposal of an asset is determined as the difference between
the sale proceeds and the carrying value of the asset, and is credited or charged to surplus or
deficit.

1.5 Impairment of fixed assets
At each reporting period end date, the company reviews the carrying amounts of its
tangible assets to determine whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered
an impairment loss. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is
estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). Where it is not
possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the company estimates
the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.
Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. In assessing
value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pretax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the
risks specific to the asset for which the estimates of future cash flows have not been adjusted.
If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than
its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset (or cash-generating unit) is reduced to
its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognised immediately in surplus or deficit,
unless the relevant asset is carried at a revalued amount, in which case the impairment loss is
treated as a revaluation decrease.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2021

Recognised impairment losses are reversed if, and only if, the reasons for the impairment loss
have ceased to apply. Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount
of the asset (or cash-generating unit) is increased to the revised estimate of its recoverable
amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that
would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset (or cashgenerating unit) in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised immediately in
surplus or deficit, unless the relevant asset is carried at a revalued amount, in which case the
reversal of the impairment loss is treated as a revaluation increase.

1.6 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are basic financial assets and include cash in hand, deposits
held at call with banks, other short-term liquid investments with original maturities of three
months or less, and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current
liabilities.

1.7 Financial instruments
The company has elected to apply the provisions of Section 11 ‘Basic Financial Instruments’
and Section 12 ‘Other Financial Instruments Issues’ of FRS 102 to all of its financial instruments.
Financial instruments are recognised in the company’s balance sheet when the company
becomes party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
Financial assets and liabilities are offset, with the net amounts presented in the financial
statements, when there is a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts and
there is an intention to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset and settle the liability
simultaneously.

Basic financial assets
Basic financial assets, which include debtors and cash and bank balances, are initially
measured at transaction price including transaction costs and are subsequently carried at
amortised cost using the effective interest method unless the arrangement constitutes a
financing transaction, where the transaction is measured at the present value of the future
receipts discounted at a market rate of interest. Financial assets classified as receivable within
one year are not amortised.

Classification of financial liabilities
Financial liabilities and equity instruments are classified according to the substance of the
contractual arrangements entered into. An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a
residual interest in the assets of the company after deducting all of its liabilities.

Basic financial liabilities
Basic financial liabilities, including creditors and bank loans, are initially recognised at
transaction price unless the arrangement constitutes a financing transaction, where the debt
instrument is measured at the present value of the future payments discounted at a market
rate of interest. Financial liabilities classified as payable within one year are not amortised.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2021

Debt instruments are subsequently carried at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate
method.
Trade creditors are obligations to pay for goods or services that have been acquired in the
ordinary course of business from suppliers. Amounts payable are classified as current
liabilities if payment is due within one year or less. If not, they are presented as non-current
liabilities. Trade creditors are recognised initially at transaction price and subsequently
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

1.8 Taxation
The company has obtained exemption from the Revenue Commissioners in respect of
corporation tax, it being a company not carrying on a business for the purposes of making a
profit.

1.9 Employee benefits
The costs of short-term employee benefits are recognised as a liability and an expense, unless
those costs are required to be recognised as part of the cost of stock or fixed assets.
The cost of any unused holiday entitlement is recognised in the period in which the
employee’s services are received.
Termination benefits are recognised immediately as an expense when the company is
demonstrably committed to terminate the employment of an employee or to provide
termination benefits.

1.10 Government grants
Government grants are recognised at the fair value of the asset received or receivable when
there is reasonable assurance that the grant conditions will be met and the grants will be
received.
A grant that specifies performance conditions is recognised in income when the performance
conditions are met. Where a grant does not specify performance conditions it is recognised in
income when the proceeds are received or receivable. A grant received before the recognition
criteria are satisfied is recognised as a liability.

1.11 Foreign exchange
Transactions in currencies other than euros are recorded at the rates of exchange prevailing at
the dates of the transactions. At each reporting end date, monetary assets and liabilities that
are denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing on the reporting
end date. Gains and losses arising on translation in the period are included in profit or loss.

1.12 Gift-in-Kind
Items donated for resale are included in shop income when sold and no value is placed on
stock at year end.
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For the year ended 31 December 2021
1.13 Reserves
The company maintains liquid reserves equivalent to at least 13 weeks’ of operating costs.

1.14 Charitable funds
Unrestricted funds
Unrestricted funds are available for use at the discretion of the directors in furtherance of their
charitable objectives unless the funds have been designated for other purposes.

Designated Funds
Designated funds are unrestricted funds earmarked by the directors for particular purposes.
The aim and use of each designated fund is set out in the notes to the financial statements.
The designations have an administrative purpose only and do not legally restrict the Board’s
discretion in applying the funds.

Restricted Funds
Restricted funds represent grants, donations and sponsorships received which can only be
used for particular purposes specified by the donors or sponsorship programmes binding on
the directors. Such purposes are within the overall aims of the charity.
Endowment funds are subject to specific conditions by donors that the capital must be
maintained by the company.

2 Judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty
In the application of the company’s accounting policies, the directors are required to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amount of assets and liabilities
that are not readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions
are based on historical experience and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual
results may differ from these estimates.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to
accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised where the
revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods where the
revision affects both current and future periods.

Key sources of estimation uncertainty
The estimates and assumptions which have a significant risk of causing a material
adjustment to the carrying amount of assets and liabilities are as follows.

Estimated useful lives of tangible fixed assets
The annual depreciation charge depends primarily on the estimated useful lives of each
type of asset. The directors regularly review these useful lives and change them if necessary
to reflect current conditions. In determining these useful lives management consider
technological change, patterns of consumption, physical condition and expected economic
utilisation of the assets. Changes in the useful lives can have a significant impact on the
depreciation charge for the financial year. There were no changes in the estimated useful
lives of tangible fixed assets in 2021.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2021
3 Income
The total income of the company for the year has been derived from its activities wholly
undertaken in the Republic of Ireland. Income comprises donations and legacies, grants and
other income from charitable activities, fundraising activities and income from other trading
activities. During the year the company also made use of available Covid-19 support grants.

4 Analysis of support costs

Carriage on purchases
Costs of fundraising

General

Young
Families

Children

Young
People

Adults

Enterprise

Total

€

€

€

€

€

€

€

-

-

-

-

-

2,647

2,647

2,350

-

833

-

-

-

3,183

Facilitators/tutors/assistants

-

2,710

30,820

23,048

660

2,148

59,386

Materials

-

1,074

11,767

604

706

19,360

33,511

257

15

1,198

1,821

-

139

3,430

-

-

356

730

-

-

1,086

Refreshments
Transport
Accountancy fees

7,086

-

-

-

-

-

7,086

Audit fees

4,250

-

-

-

-

-

4,250

988

3

2,136

-

-

3,195

6,322

Bank charges
Broadband
Cleaning
Computer expenses

804

-

-

-

-

803

1,607

2,935

-

-

-

-

-

2,935

7,035

-

300

-

-

1,105

8,440

Employee costs

123,781

-

85,387

13,316

-

32,325

254,809

Employers PRSI

12,442

-

8,167

1,213

-

3,530

25,352

Gas and electric

4,638

-

-

-

-

5,538

10,176

General expenses
Insurance
Legal and professional

663

-

350

-

-

650

1,663

8,046

-

500

-

-

-

8,546

17,004

-

-

-

-

9,182

26,186

Marketing

4,403

999

1,153

-

-

8,992

15,547

Office costs

7,654

-

-

-

-

-

7,654

360

-

-

-

-

-

360

Rent

6,203

-

750

-

-

3,175

10,128

Repairs and renewals

33,611

-

613

-

-

15,417

49,641

Staff training and recruitment

1,464

-

1,415

35

-

35

2,949

1,194

-

120

-

-

165

1,479

2,286

-

-

-

-

-

2,286

Rates

Subscriptions
Telephone and mobile phone
Travel and entertainment
Depreciation

216

-

-

-

-

1,265

1,481

59,905

-

-

-

-

-

59,905

309,575

4,801

145,865

40,767

1,366

109,671

612,045
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2021
5 Net income
2021

2020

€

€

59,905

35,285

2021

2020

€

€

4,250

3,500

7,086

3,767

Net income for the year is stated after charging:
Depreciation of owned tangible fixed assets

6 Auditor’s remuneration
Fees payable to the company’s auditor and associates:
For audit services
Audit of the financial statements of the company
For other services
All other non-audit services

7 Employees
The average monthly number of persons employed by the company during the year was:
2021

2020

Number

Number

18

15

2021

2020

€

€

Wages and salaries

254,809

258,782

Social security costs

25,352

23,339

280,161

282,121

Their aggregate remuneration comprised:

Number of employees whose total employment benefits (excluding employer pension costs) for the period fall
within each band of €10,000 from €60,000 upwards = 0
Overall figure for total employer pension contributions = €nil.

8 Directors’ remuneration
No remuneration was paid to the directors.

9 Taxation
The company is registered with the Revenue Commissioners as a charity under the reference number CHY 19609
and on this basis, it is not subject to any tax on any surplus. The company is compliant with circular 44/2006 “Tax
Clearance Procedures, Subsidies and Similar Type Payments”.
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10 Tangible fixed assets
Freehold land
and buildings

Leasehold
improvements

Equipment

Fixtures and
fittings

IT
equipment

Total

€

€

€

€

€

€

At 1 January 2021

120,000

62,228

137,431

37,766

108,397

465,822

Additions

158,423

8,164

-

21,536

37,350

225,473

At 31 December 2021

278,423

70,392

137,431

59,302

145,747

691,295

Depreciation and
impairment
At 1 January 2021
Depreciation charged
in the year

14,400

25,903

72,565

28,905

38,143

179,916

6,013

15,916

14,055

4,761

19,160

59,905

At 31 December 2021

20,413

41,819

86,620

33,666

57,303

239,821

At 31 December 2021

258,010

28,573

50,811

25,636

88,444

451,474

At 31 December 2020

105,600

36,325

64,866

8,861

70,254

285,906

2021

2020

€

€

175,199

164,806

9,847

6,791

185,046

171,597

Cost

Carrying amount

11 Debtors
Amounts falling due within one year:
Amounts receivable
Prepayments

12 Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
2020

2021

Notes

€

€

13

-

862

Trade creditors

11,208

15,373

PAYE and social security

18,443

6,548

Amounts owed to credit institutions

Other taxes

14

Deferred income - grants

-

3,413

39,740

113,405

16,664

Deferred income - sponsorship
Other creditors
Accruals
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13 Loans and overdrafts
2021

2020

€

€

Bank overdrafts

-

862

Payable within one year

-

862

14 Deferred grants
Opening
deferred
income 1
January 2021

Amounts
received
during the
year

Amounts
released to
income
during the
year

Closing
deferred
income 31 December 2021

€

€

€

€

34,729

-

(34,729)

-

6,390

-

(4,830)

1,560

Source
Social Innovation Fund Ireland
Community Foundation of Ireland

320

-

-

320

LEADER - Facilities Upgrade

Age & Opportunity

51,692

-

(16,147)

35,545

LEADER - IT Upgrade

15,024

-

(15,024)

-

600

-

(600)

-

Healthy Ireland

1,200

-

(1,200)

-

Foras na Gaeilge

3,450

5,000

(7,635)

815

-

3,000

(1,500)

1,500

113,405

8,000

(81,665)

39,740

Donegal Sports Partnership

Pobal - Ventilation Grant

Deferred income comprises of grants received in advance in which terms and conditions have not yet been met.

15 Members’ liability
The company is limited by guarantee, not having a share capital and consequently the liability of members is
limited, subject to an undertaking by each member to contribute to the net assets or liabilities of the company on
winding up such amounts as may be required not exceeding €1.
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16 Funds
Resources
expended

Restricted
grants used
to fund
unrestricted
fixed assets

Transfer from
general
unrestricted
funds to
designated
funds

Transfer from
unrestricted
to restricted
funds

Fund
balances
carried
forward 31
December
2021

€

€

€

€

€

€

8,927

480,568

(373,644)

(160,064)

44,213

-

-

-

-

-

31,701

-

31,701

General
unrestricted

424,186

334,550

(238,401)

160,064

(31,701)

(44,213)

604,485

Total funds

433,113

815,118

(612,045)

-

-

-

636,186

Funds
Restricted
Unrestricted:
Designated
- Child &
Family Hub

Opening
balance 1
January
2021

Incoming
resources

€

Restricted grants used to fund unrestricted fixed assets’ relates to grant income received during the year for the
purpose of purchasing specified assets, however no restrictions are placed on how the assets are to be used once
purchased.
Designated funds are unrestricted funds earmarked by the directors for particular purposes. The designations
have an administrative purpose only and do not legally restrict the board’s discretion in applying the funds.
General unrestricted funds of €604,485 are equal to the company’s tangible fixed assets (€451,474) and the
equivalent of 13 weeks’ operating costs (€153,011).

17 Operating lease commitments
Lessee

Operating lease payments represent rentals payable by the company for the business’ premises. A rental
agreement is in place for the company’s main business premises until 30 September 2026. The company also has
an ongoing casual lease agreement in place in respect of a small commercial unit that is used for a charity shop.

18 Related party transactions
None of the charity’s directors received any remuneration or reimbursement of expenses for their work with the
charity for 2021 (2020 - nil).
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19 Cash generated from operations

Surplus for the year after tax

2021

2020

€

€

203,073

187,710

59,905

35,285

(13,449)

(129,126)

Adjustments for:
Depreciation and impairment of tangible fixed assets
Movements in working capital:
Increase in debtors
Increase in creditors

1,455

23,398

(Decrease)/increase in deferred income

(57,001)

46,549

Cash generated from operations

193,983

163,816

1 January
2021

Cash
flows

31 December
2021

€

€

€

135,375

(32,352)

103,023

(862)

862

-

134,513

(31,490)

103,023

20 Analysis of changes in net funds

Cash at bank and in hand
Bank overdrafts

21 Details of grants received
1

Pobal
Department of Rural and Community Development
Community Services Programme
To employ a Manager and 3 FTE’s.
€95,074
€0
€95,074
€95,074
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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2

3

4

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Donegal Education and Training Board
Department of Education
Community Education Support Programme
Funds received in relation to the provision of adult
education courses
€440
€0
€440
€440
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding

Sport Ireland
Department of Health
Age & Opportunity
To deliver a walking programme
€320
€320
€0
€0
€320
2021
€Nil

Restriction on use

Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Pobal
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth
Community Childcare Subvention Programme
(CCSP)
To reduce childcare fees payable by qualifying
parents of children attending the childcare service.
€27,481
€0
€27,481
€27,481
€0
2021
€Nil

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Funding to be utilised as detailed above.
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5

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Pobal
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth
National Childcare Scheme (NCS)
To reduce childcare fees payable by qualifying
parents of children attending the childcare service.
€1,481
€0
€1,481
€1,481
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

6

HSE
Department of Health
Service Reform Fund
To provide an alternative respite programme for
teenagers.
€22,674
€0
€22,674
€22,674
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

7

HSE
Department of Health
National Lottery
To provide transport and SNA bus escorts for
children with a disability.
€1,000
€0
€1,000
€0
€1,000
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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8

Agency

Donegal Local Community Development
Committee
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth
Parent and Toddler Initiative
To assist with the provision of services for the parent
and toddler group.
€800
€0
€800
€800
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

9

Foras na Gaeilge
Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht,
Sport and Media
Youth Events Scheme
To assist with the cost of the Club Gaeilge
programme.
€5,000
€3,450
€7,635
€5,000
€815
2021-2022
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

10

Foras na Gaeilge
Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht,
Sport and Media
Business Support Scheme
To assist with providing bilingual signage.
€1,500
€0
€1,500
€1,500
€0
2021
€1,500
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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11

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Community Foundation of Ireland
N/A
Environment and Nature Fund: Biodiversity Grant
To carry out a community biodiversity action plan.
€10,000
€6,390
€4,830
€0
€1,560
2020-2022
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

12

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Donegal Education and Training Board
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth
Local Youth Club Grant Scheme (LYCGS)
To provide resources for youth club provision.
€1,396
€0
€1,396
€1,396
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

13

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Donegal Sports Partnership
Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht,
Sport and Media
Sports Inclusion Disability
To deliver inclusive fitness and dance sessions to
encourage movement and social interaction for
children.
€600
€600
€600
€0
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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14

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Donegal County Council
Department of Rural and Community Development
LEADER
To upgrade the IT equipment.
€33,297
€15,024
€15,024
€0
€14,765
2021
€33,297
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

15

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Donegal County Council
Department of Rural and Community Development
LEADER
To upgrade facilities at Action Inishowen (Millbrae).
€65,416
€0
€65,416
€0
€65,416
2021
€65,416
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

16

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Donegal County Council]
Department of Rural and Community Development
LEADER
To upgrade family centre facilities.
€83,405
€51,692
€16,147
€0
€35,545
2021
€83,405
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.
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17

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

Department of Education
Department of Education
July Provision
To provide summer education to children with
complex special educational needs.
€36,992
€0
€36,992
€36,992
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

18

19

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Donegal County Council
Department of Housing, Local Government and
Heritage
Members Development Fund
To provide items for the FoodBank.
€300
€0
€300
€300
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Donegal County Council
Department of Rural and Community Development
PEACE IV
Building positive relations via a FabLab programme.
€80,000
€0
€21,837
€21,837
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.
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20

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

Social Innovation Fund Ireland
Department of Rural and Community Development
SED Fund
To deliver the core strategic aims of the business - to
establish a youth space for teenagers, a FabLab,
a Coworking Hub and to bring services to other
towns.
€80,000
€34,729
€34,729
€0
€0
2019-2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

21

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme

Pobal
Department of Rural and Community Development
Stability Scheme for Community and Voluntary,
Charity and Social Enterprise Organisations
To provide financial assistance to mitigate against
the impact of covid support.
€33,761
€0
€33,761
€33,761
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

22

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Donegal County Council
Department of Housing, Local Government and
Heritage
Development Fund Initiative
To upgrade facilities in Millbrae.
€4,000
€0
€4,000
€4,000
€0
2021
€4,000
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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23

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

Donegal County Council
Department of Health
Healthy Ireland Community Mental Health Fund
To pay costs associated with a Developing
Resilience Together programme.
€2,000
€1,200
€1,200
€0
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

24

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Pobal
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth
Covid 19 Supports
To help with running and staff costs associated
with school aged childcare.
€26,928
€0
€26,928
€26,928
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

25

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Donegal County Council
Department of Rural and Community
Development
Covid-19 Emergency Fund
To help with programme delivery costs.
€511
€0
€511
€511
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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26

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

Donegal County Council
Department of Health
Brain Food for Good Mood
To deliver a nutrional training programme which
explores the link between your brain and gut.
€3,703
€0
€3,703
€3,703
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

27

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Pobal
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth
Playing Outside Grant 2021
To support services to facilitate greater outdoor
activities and/or create a new or develop an existing
outdoor learning and play space.
€2,000
€0
€2,000
€2,000
€0
2021-2022
€2,000
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Donegal County Council
Department of Rural and Community Development
Community Enhancement Programme
To maintain toilet facilities.
€1,000
€0
€1,000
€1,000
€0
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

28
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29

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

Department of Rural and Community Development
Department of Rural and Community Development
Connected Hubs
To upgrade our coworking hub.
€75,000
€0
€75,000
€75,000
€0
2021
€75,000
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

30

Agency

Donegal Education and Training Board, Further
Education Training Service
Department of Further and Higher Education
Mitigation Against Educational Disadvantage Fund
To provide equipment to support educational
disadvantage
€19,097
€0
€19,097
€19,097
€0
2021
€14,670
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

31

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department

Pobal
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth
Improved Ventilation and Outdoor Play 2021
To provide a ventilation system.
€3,000
€0
€1,500
€3,000
€1,500
2021
€3,000
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Grant Programme
Purpose of grant
Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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32

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

Irish Youth Foundation
N/A
VHI Health & Wellbeing Fund
To deliver an engaging programme in managing
anxiety and to build resilience in young people.
€10,000
€0
€10,000
€5,000
€5,000
2021
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use

33

Agency
Sponsoring Government Department
Grant Programme
Purpose of grant

Pobal
Department of Rural and Community Development
Awareness Raising Initiatives for Social Enterprises
To develop and implement a three-step awareness
campaign
€10,000
€0
€0
€0
€0
January - June 2022
€Nil
Funding to be utilised as detailed above.

Total Grant Awarded
- Funding carried forward from prior year
- Grant taken to income in the year
- Grant received in the year
- Grants deferred or due at year end
Term
Capital Funding
Restriction on use
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22 Prior Year Statement of Financial Activities
Unrestricted Funds

Restricted Funds

Total

2020
€

2020
€

2020
€

11,450

8,927

20,377

- Grants

5,300

136,801

142,101

- Service Level Agreements

24,162

172,241

196,403

- Other charitable activities

2,941

-

2,941

6,671

-

6,671

90,928

-

90,928

Notes
Income from:
Donations and legacies
Charitable activities

Fundraising activities
Other trading activities
Other income

345

-

345

129,987

19,500

149,487

Capital grants

-

106,017

106,017

Total Income

271,784

443,486

715,270

-

-

-

(178,907)

(348,653)

(527,560)

-

-

-

(178,907)

(348,653)

(612,((527,560)

92,877

94,833

187,710

-R
 estricted grants used to fund unrestricted
assets

112,805

(112,805)

-

- Transfer to cover deficit in restricted funds

(26,899)

26,899

-

-

-

-

178,783

(8,927)

187,710

Total funds brought forward

245,403

-

245,403

Total Funds Carried Forward

424,186

8,927

433,113

Covid-19 supports

Expenditure on:
Raising Funds
Charitable activities
Other
Total Expenditure
Net Income

5

Transfers between funds

Other recognised gains/(losses)
Net movement in funds
Reconciliation of funds

23 Non-audit services provided by auditor
In common with many businesses of our size and nature we use our auditor to prepare and submit returns to
the Companies Registration Office and assist with the preparation of the financial statements.

24 Approval of financial statements
The directors approved the financial statements on 12 September 2022.
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Thank You to Our Funders
The Board and Staff at Spraoi wish to extend a huge THANK YOU to all
those who provide the funding support we need to run our services:

Donegal County Childcare
Committee

Pobal

Community Foundation of
Ireland

Donegal County Council

Foras na Gaeilge

Age & Opportunity

Department of Rural and
Community Development
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Donegal ETB

LEADER

North Inishowen School
Completion
Rethink Ireland

Department of Education

Thank You to Our
Corporate Sponsors
Irish Youth Foundation and
VHI

HSE
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Thank You to Our Network
Local

National

CARNDONAGH

TRADERS
A S S O C I A T I O N

Social Enterprise
Partners
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Remote Working

Education

We also want to thank the
main local businesses and
organisations who have so
generously donated to support
our services. These are:

Many thanks to everyone who supported our
fundraisers – donated to Fadó or purchased
items in Fadó, our Valentines Draw, PS5
Draw and our Turn 4k into 6k initiative. This
raised money to support our many services in
Spraoi and especially our alternative respite
programme for children and teenagers with
a disability and/or autism.

The Village Kitchen, The Exchange, Clonmany
Together, Clonmany Community Centre, Scoil
Treasa Naofa Malin, Kiddies Corner Malin,
Niamh Keogh, Travel Port, and the Saigon
Gaels in Vietnam.
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“Never doubt that
a small group of
thoughtful, committed
citizens can change
the world. Indeed, it is
the only thing that ever
has.”
Margaret Mead
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